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'With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
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And party visits Roy.

owm enea

Addresses large audience
Everybody well pleased

with Governor's address.
ROY

BASE-BAL-

The Roy Base Ball Team
motored to Mills, last Sunday,
and added another victory to
the list of games they have won
this season.
We must admit that Mills,
has a very strong team this sea
son, and they played a very
eloborate game of ball last Sunday, but. without results to their
credit, the Roy boys won. by a
WP hoDe
cnnrn nf 1 1 tr A
that they will continue this winning stride, and there;is no reason why they should not, if we
ever had a team that brings
about, the Base Ball spirit in
our lives, we sure have it now,
and with everybodys liberal sup
port, the boys will come out
with a limelight this season,
and credentials that have never
been surpassed by previous
teams. (Stick to it boys,) we
are with you from strat to the

finish.

Owing to the wet weather
that we have been having here
of late, it has been impossible
for the Roy B. B. Team to
shnw tn the nnhlio. the skill it
is composed of, but in the near
future,, you will have the pleasure of witnessing some of the
best games that have ever
been played on our diamond,
Roy has .'games booked ,with
some of the strongest teams in
northeastern New "Mexico, and
they are: Raton," Trinidad, Daw
son, Clayton, Las Vegas," Tucum
cari, Koelher, and Springer,
these teams will make it very

interesting for the fans.
Next Sunday, June 19th, the
Roy Team will play an exhibition game on their diamond
with a team that is principally
r.omnosed of some of the has- been's of Roy, in fact we have
been advised that they are calland the game
ed by that name,
V
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Governor Mechem addressed
a large audience in Roy Wednes
day afternoon at the Chautauqua tent and in spite of the
down pour of rain and the fact
that notice of his coming had
only been given a few hours
time, the large tent was filled
with people who listened attentively to the remarks of the
Governor.
His address was mainly on
the Constitutional Amendments
that will be voted on September 20th and the Governor ask
ed the voters of the Mesa to
vote for all of the amendments
as he felt they were necessary
and were all for the benefit of
the people of the whole State.
He urged very particular the
voting for the budget system
and the tax levy limit Amendments. The Governor's mes
sage was well received in Roy
and we are sure that he made
a number of. warm supporters
for the different Amendments
in and around Roy and we believe the September election
will prove this statement.
He also gave the subject of
Roads a few minutes consider
ation, and told .us that Harding
County would be given an Army
;

truck at "once for grading pur
poses and tha$ a State highway
would be laid out 'across .the
County North, and South, also
oné East and South' from, Mosquero, and that the Y State
.;

would pend coiiáiderablé monkey in the County on roads in
--

--

the near future...
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If the
not ud to the usual standard
this week just lay it on to the
fact "Too much entertainment"
this week. Two days at the
Celebration, one day at a wedding, and every afternoon at the

"

The Governor was
by Judge Reed Hollinan;' of
Santa Fe. Corporation Commissioner Luna and J. ,Frank
Curns. all of Santa Fe. They
had been to the Mosquero celer
bration and were on their way
back to Santa Fe, , and Mayor
Brown asked them to .stop at
Roy and meet the people of the
town and community and explain to the jfepple the different amendments to bé voted on

everybody
and enjoyment,
themselves
enjoy
to
wants
that
should be present at this game. soon.

o-- a.

dress the party left by auto for
Santa Fe as the Governor, was
compelled to be in the Capitol
early Thursday morning.
NORMAL INSTITUTE

At Roy, June 27, to July 9th.
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"Roy,-Hardinj- ?
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tjound Tuna Fish
pound Tuna Fish
Excclo Cake Flour
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9c.

..82c
.. 22c

: .

Peanut Butter . . .. . .... . . ....
Gallon can Blackberries
Bon Bon Baking Powder 3 lbs
Maxwell Coffee 1 lb.
White House 1 lb.

,,.13c

..
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...50c
,.A6z
,..40c

..
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Are told to give bonds, and get to work as soon as qualified.

Roy gets two Off icers, County Clerk and Surveyor
HARDING COUNTY, THE BABY COUNTY OF NEW MEX- CELEBRATION AT MOSQUERO, THE COUNTY SEAT OF
ICO, TOOK HER PLACE AMONG THE SISTER COUNTIES HARDING COUNTY A GREAT SUCCESS IN EVERYWAY
OF THE STATE TUESDAY NOON WHEN GOVERNOR MECH
EM AT MOSQUERO NAMED THE OFFICERS FOR THE BAL
Was the celebration of the New Count a success?. Ask
ANCE OF THE PRESENT TERM, TOLD THEM TO GIVE
in attendance from all over the state and out of a few neigh
those
BOND AND GET TO WORK.
boring states as well. It rained before the celebration, during
the celebration and after the celebration, but through it all cars
plodded
the roud from all directions to witness the
inauguration and dedication of the Harding County Government.
The following are the officers named by the Governor:
'
The officers of the El Paso Southwestern System came in
Sheriff, George Spivey" of David,.
their private car, alone individual from the State of Mississipi
Assessor, J. M. C. De Baca, of Bueyeros.
who saw some of the advertising drifted in, and out of Colorado
.
County Clerk, C. Ernest Anderson of Roy,
a car swam, ferried, dug and wallowed through the ji$ud' and
Treasurer, Ernest G. Parks of Mills,
water and put in it's draggled appearance at the celebration.' r '
School Superintendent, Mrs. John Coffeen of Dellaven, Mpmhprs rvf- the
, .TikÍctps frnm thp Stfltó' Hourt.s.
Probate Judge, Candelorio Vigil, of Bueyeros,
: :
u
i
i,.xv..
i.:
i
Surveyor, Dr. E. P. Brown, of Roy,
;
.
state highway commission, The Governor, and other prominent
County Commissioners
citizens from all over the state were present and aided in making
First District, Entrado Gallegos of Gallegos,
the celebration a memorable event in the history of the NorthSecond District, Raymundo Arguello, of Albert,
eastern part of the state. The Chautauqua people were geneThird District, J. H. Crane, of Rosebud,
The above named officers will ' iceive their commissions rous in the extreme, they donated the use of their tent, kept it
from the Secretary of State the latter part of the week and will in good shape and condition and their entertainers all made exenter upon their duties the first of nest week, or as soon as tra efforts to do honor to the occasion and assist in taking care
'
of the crowd present.
.
their bonds are approved.
.
Everywhere there was a good, friendly spirit that went far
The County Commissioners will organize probably Monday
morning and make arrangements for temporary offices for the to oveixome the minor inconveniences of insufficient accomoda'
tions and the mud and water incidental to, the constant showers
County and order supplies for the varitf&s' officers.
i ",
The different officers named are among iiie best, citizens of the that fell from time to time. Order was good, the officers were
County, and we believe the Governor has chosen a good list of conspicious for their lack 01 any useful occupation and the crowd
persons to start the County of Harding on its journey thru not only tried to enjoy its self but apeared to try (to see that
life, and while the list may not meet the approval of everyone, every visiting stranger shared in the enyojment.
On the morning of the first day, the literary program was
yet this was an impossibility and it is up to1 us, the people of the
new County to get behind them and help, them to make Harding opened by the singing of Americaa and an invocation by Rev. Fr.
T.. j
i.
rr
i
xt
Lie iieuvBi iuujr which, ciuuge
ri. 11. if.n.iui:.
(tounty..the.Jaimei
iucuiuuuiu in uu eiuquum
the past; pres
Y "'The County Board of Education has not yet been appointed 'speech "tirade welcome the visitors and expiated-oent and the future gratness of th new Gountf of Harding. He;
by Judge Lieb but will be named within a few days.
' : While we believe that the Northwest part of the County or was then followed by and eloquent speech by Hon!, M. C. Mechthé west part should have had oiie Commissioner as .this part of em, Governor of New Mexico, who explained how he had previthe County contains practically twjó thirds of the population yet ously visited Mosquero, when a candidate for Governor, how he
we must consider that the Governor named, three other County had been aproached vvith a request to promise aid to the creation
officers from this part of the County and the men named, as Com- of the new Countylf elected and had refused to make any prom
missioners are all strong men, w.e are assured of a square deal iáes but how when elected he had championed the cause from,
first to last, he paid an eloquent tribute to the local workers who
thruout.
The boundaries of Harding County-aras follows : Com brought about the happy result, the future greatness of the
mencing at the Bell Ranch where it' crosses Red River, thence County and its natural resuorces and then after giving a few
North' up the. center of Red River, to the Colfax County line and words of advice to it's citizens in regard to exercising their great
follows the Coliax County line to the Union County line, and priveledge of citizenship launched into a comprehensive explanatakes in two townships in Union County between ranges 22 and tion of some of the moré important constitutional amendments
9.9, t.Vienpp Smith Í5 miloo 'Rnot 94 miloo nnrl !?niitVi
n ho Onov that are to come before the people at the September elction. lie
County line and to the Bell pasturé, tó Red River, the point ofPleade.d !or the support of the voters of amendment providing
lor a budget system, regulating tax levies and other certain pro
beginning.
,
The County has an assessed valuation of over $10,000,000. posed changes in. the constitution. Announcing the selection of
officers chosen to administer the new County government he
and for the present will be of the Third Class.- The County the
. i.
I
i
o
tj i. i .ii
i
j
J
J
i i
Seat is located at Mosquero and the County High School at Roy uuocu ilia uuiurao. ocuakui imtuiui muue A MH'l L UUI tB Illiru
ducing
Governor
the
and
Governor
the
closed
made
after
a
the Metropolis of the County. The EV P. & S. W. R. R. passes
apt
very
was
which
address
short
general
like
and
the
run
the
ol
thru the County from ;North to. Southeast thru the Wesern part
of the County. Other towns of importance in the. County are: senator s speeches full of good, hard common sense. This was
Mills, Abbott, Solano, Gallegos, David, Bueyeros, Albert and followed by an eloquent address by Rep. Beatty, also an address
m Spanish by Lounty Commissioner Eufracio Gallegos
Rosebud.
Y
I he crowd was thon lined up and a photo taken of the en
The Western part of the County is strictly agricultural and
by photographer Newman who
crowd
tire
i irw' Dem
contains thousands of homes of farmers. The .central and eas- ing
to take panoramic views of the great event. Several beeves
tern part is composed chiefly of cattle ranches, bit there are
numerous small farms and ranches thruout this part of the had been barbecued and a big free barbecue was provided for all.
County also, This part of New Mexico has been trying for, years In. the afternoon the aeroplane rides divided atMition with the
races and the Chautauqua for popularity white night the great
to get a new County but up to last spring we, have been
l.
'
outdoor platform was the scene of music and dancing.'
"
i
The credit for the present County of Harding being in exis- by un the morning of the second day the program was opened
the singing of the Star Spangled Banner, invocation by Rev.
tence belongs to our Senators and Representatives in the State
Hayden after which Hon. Benj. F, Brown explained
Macalrea,
.LegilatpjKe;Te Hon. T. E. Mitchell, Malaquias Baca, J. W. hnw frnm of
Uta
no cmn
ircf ha hnA Irnnum
v..w f
..v.. m.m.v fVin
DUUU ah
CO Ilia
a.uv
.uv T, VllCib HO
fl ki IT ft ' '
;
Beck,' Omn Tieatty; and L. H. Brock.
peared
on
program
the
celebration
would
that
howling
the
a
x
is haying a map made of the new County and will
The
fulfilled
have ftn plfiP.triV'nlftfi imntift f smmn artA wo will wn'nt if in tlio ri success but how even, his hopes had been more
the Governor's, mansion, the state house ami the local
per sé ail can'see what our hew Harding County looks like, for it when
courts had all been vacated and general of icers of the E. P. & S.
a.:
.
t.
o
i. n a
it.
i
n
19 iae nuwiuuii oi me
to give you au tne news
all the timej ,of the whole- - of Harding County. Now "Here W. emptied just to come up and hear him xnake his speech. He
then bid the visitors welcome to Mosquero and Harding County
goes" "Three Cheers For Harding County." :
and consented to allow Hon. A. L, Zinn, Senator from Quay Com
ty to speak a few words. Senator Zinn was a pleasant speaker
....
......
v'
and made a good impression on his audience and was followed by
Hon. M. Baca, Union County Representative who explained how
COPY OF LETTER TO THE CITIZENS OF HARDING he had made his campaign on the promise to secure a new county with the county seat at Mosquero and how. he had worked to
COUNTY FROM PRESIDENT WARREN G. HARDING
:
,
,
,
May 20, 1921.
. .
j.
t..j
tiii
was ai
uuuc
men miroaucea
nuiiuiitau
ana expiames
how
was
he
'
being used as "Fillih" to take tfce places of othxf
Dear Mr. Duvall:
a vrry eloIt is a pleasure to comply with your request for a littlej speakers who had failed to appear. He del;
greeting tor the citizens of the new county of Harding, New quent address and made a decided impression oa T
Governor Mechem then made a sí, i address upon u ra"
Mexico at their celebration of its inauguration.
explained how he had been over t frond down the Dar
say
County
Harding
to
citizens
the;
of
Please
the
that
men down here at
president esteems it a real distinction to have his name select! saw the need of work and would have
y
that the new cV- - y
ed for so excellent a community as your own. Yours are thej on it in the immediate future and i
wou1d immediately be provided wu a truck, and explained tfce
Hind of peopiáwho have always been making the New West
from the time when the New West was almost within sight of- road system of the state.
Another barbecue, broach riding, ropi. and wild mule ridthe Atlantic Ocean, until now, when there is almost no room J
ing at which was shown work not excelled by the hi rwmd upa
'
left for it.
I hoce the County of Harding may always stand forj su mucn aavertisea ana piatiorm aancmg closed the k revest and
most successCul celebration ever hdd on the Mesa.
patriotism,
prosperity and progress.
K
Mr. Springer, Chairman of the Highway commiion, Mr.
very sincerely,
Gilette,
State Engineer were down and went over thé hill road
WARREiNf
HARDING J
of town and wiB have a crew of surveyors at wuVwithin
Ir. J. B. Duvall,
the' next week.
Member of Committee,
; Aside from getting acquaisted the cekbration has.acccs'a-íí.c- .t
Mosquero, N, M.
,

along-throug-

h

F
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Mrs. Ogden, will be in Roy
for this period to accommodate
the local teachers with ,the Insti
tute, planned before Harding
County was created., The Conductor, Mrs. Logue and Instruc
tor, Miss Pancratz will accom'
".
pany her.
, AH
teachers and those who
wish totáke the exciaination
are invited tó attend. Fees $1.
Qojunty, If you and $1. for examination fee.
Children vnot ;.ad9iitfed, unCouofyY jhigh
please" The
'
school town of thé best County less1 presenting their 8th. grade
diplomas.
in New Mexico. Y

Chautauqua didn't leave much
time for newspaper work, but
we are out just the same and
reaav u put luiuwg
uuuuj
...11 K
1L. O
win
on tne map lor me
found boosting for whole of Har
ding County, 52 weeks and issues each year. We'll do our
part to make it $h? best County
in the state, will you?

:, t;

Governor names County Officers
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Mrs. Meyer Finally Found
Relief and Health in Lydia E.
rinkham s Vegetable
Compound

had displacement so
badly that I could
hardly sit down at
times, and it seemed
asif I suffered everything that a woman
could suffer. Then
some one advised me
to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and I took it until I was
I
cured and saved from the operation.
have told women of your wonderful
medicine times without number, and I
am willing that you should use these
facts and my name if you like. I also
used your Compound during the Change,
and I can do all my own work but the
heavy part and can walk miles every
day as I help my husband in the office."
Mrs. J. H. Meyer, 412 South Orange
St, Orange, California.
It is quite true that such troubles as
Mrs. Meyer had may reach a stage where
an operation is the only resource. On
the other hand, a great many women
have been restored to health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

.

""nn

you

run?"

Then Helen read It thus: "Can you
run. little button hook?" Indianapolis
News.
The Cutleura Tolled Trio.
Having cleared your skin keep it clear,
by making Cutleura your every-da- y
toilet preparations. The soap to cleanse
and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
heal, the Talcum to powder and perfume.
No toilet tnble Is complete
without thera. 25c everywhere. Adv.
Wonder of Science.
"Are you sure you can prove my
client Is crazy?"
"Why. certainly," replied the
alienist. "And what is more, If
you are In trouble and need my services I'll do the same thing for you."
em-'ne-

Queen for Nine Days.
The shortest reign of an English
monarch was that of Lady Jane .Grey,
In V"3. She was queen for nine days,
and then she was beheaded, nnd Mary,
the. daughter, of Utjnry VIII. came to
í
tho throne,
Y

"

WHY DRUGGISTS

'f0M)AIXPlISH
AUTHOR Or

P

t,

,

i

ILLUyTKATIONy

COPYRIGHT, Bf RANDALL PAR&I5H

"AH, SEÑORITA!"

Synopsl.In

a New York jewelry
tore Philip Severn, United States
consular agent, notices a small box
which attracts him. He purchases
It Later he discovers
In a secret
compartment a ' writing giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country ostensibly seeking
the overthrow of the Chilean
but evidently International
in character and In any event
threatening the welfare of the United States,
The writer mentions a
rendezvous and Severn,, temporarily
at leisure, determines to Investigate on his own account
CHAPTER

I

Continued.

2

The whole affair looked hopeless.
About all I could do would be to send
the torn note to the proper authorities
In Washington, with a statement of
how It came Into my possession, and
let them dispose of the matter in any
way they deemed best. I wrote such
a letter carefully on hotel stationery,
apd went down to mall It In the lobby.
Before disposing of It in the mailbox
I encountered the manager, Burke, and
stopped for a word! We were still
talking when a bellboy came up hurriedly with a message. 'Burke turned,
"What is It, George?"
"That Gans street party Is on the
wire, sir."
"Oh, till right. Excuse me, Severn,
but I've beén trying to get connection
for an hour."
"But wait a minute," my veins tingling. "Did he say Gans street? Where
Is that? There Is no such name In the
city directory."
"Gans ! Why, over In Jersey. Yes,
I'm coming."
,
I thrust the unmalled letter Into my
pocket, and Sat doyn, staring at the
crowd In the lobby, but entirely Indifferent to their presence. Here at least
was an opening, a chance Gans street
was In Jersey City. Then It was not
all a dream. I would at least look over
the ground before I gave up in despair,
forI had stumbled upon a way out of
the blind alley Guns street, Jersey
City.
....
v ... ...

for the full extent of the block, until
the saloon on the further corner came
into view. Its gleaming hospitality invited me, and I strolled along the opposite walk, my coat collar turned up
to shut out the drizzle, and finally
crossed over to where I could peer in
through the dingy windows. The man
behind the bar was unmistakably Polish, and of no high type, and at first
I saw no other occupants of the place
except two roughly dressed men at a
table Just inside, who were pláylng
cards silently. , The room was clean
enough, and quiet, yet I felt no Inclination to enter. Those were not .fellows It would be safe to question, and
I would have turned away, but at that
instant I perceived the indistinct figure of a young woman in the further
corner, sitting beside a table alone.
Her presence stimulated my curiosity. She appeared to be young, not
badly dressed, and her being in such
a place unattended rendered her of
some Interest., It surely could do no
harm if I dropped in for a sandwich
nnd a glass of beer. I crossed to. the
baí, fürtively watchful, but no ;one
except the proprietor apparently paid
thesslightest attention to my entrance.
The two men never glanced up from
r
she was
their cards, and the
scarcely more merely turned her head
and stared at me without Interest
spoke to the barman in English, ,We exchanged a few words his own speech
glrl--fo-

J

--

II.

Man and a Woman.

It was late In the afternoon, the day
dark, with a chilly wind blowing off
the river, when I reached Jersey City.
The first policeman encountered gave
me all necessary directions, so that I
alighted from a street car within a
block of my destination. A saloon on
the upper ;prner of the, block furnished me the necessary clew, and,
using it as a marker, I succeeded In
tracing back until satisfied I hud thus
safely located "876." It was an abandoned factory, built of brick, two stories high, evidently extending over considerable ground at the rear, but with
a frontage not to exceed forty feet.
The lower windows were boarded up,
a number of those In the second story
broken, and the main entrance, large
enough for the passage of a motor
truck, was tightly secured by an immense iron bar. A smaller door to the
right alone offered any possibility of
entrance, although it was tightly

I

Could Peer In Through the Dingy
Window.

d

first-clas-

,

6

water
Sure

r

Yftil

lirr"

'

J

:u

Dn.J

,

,

r

1

it deliberately. Jans leaned over the
bar, speaking confidentially, and I had
to remain, although I cursed' inwardly
at the delay.' Yet I broke away at last,
assured that I had filially lulled every
suspicion' to rest and passed out
through the front door.
,

'

Relief

' r

p

,

very broken while he prepared the
sandwich, and the only thing unusual
I noticed was the passage of a slight
signal between him and the woman
treatment at once.
across the room. 1 could not be sure
However! if you wish first to test this
eveu as to that,' but gained the Imprespreat preparation send ten cents to Dr,
sion that he shook his head negatively,
Kilmer & Co.. Binnhamton, N. Y., for a
as though to some mute question,
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
Unless It might'be the intense bru-- "
mention this paper. Adv.
nette blackness of hair and an extremely clear complexion, there was
New Cure for Spring Fever.
Lassoing mountain Hons is a bettei
nothing typically Spanish In her appearance.
Indeed she impressed me
cure for.-- spring fever than sassafras closed.
,
thoroughly American in features,
as
ten, according to a mighty Chicago- appearances
'the
To all outward,
hunter who has 'just returned from "a place had been unoccupied for months,-an- dress and manner, somewhere In the
s
dose of his favorite spring
tweuties I should judge, with brown
perhnps years. From the sidewalk
eyes- and a face decidedly pleasant to
We may be pardoned if we
tonic.
any
glimpse,
it was Impossible to gain
111 persist In the belief that the dislook upon, although with a firmness
within. Only one discovery served to
ease is much to he preferred to either convince me that I hiight be on the to It, expressed by mouth and chin, not
be mistaken,
I noted these things
of the remedies prescribed.
right track that I had not been en- to
hurriedly,
never venturing to stare at
A small sign, so covtirely
deceived.
her, tMJugh she apparently gave me
Po the good die young hecanse they
ered with dust and dirt as to be almost no
attention whatever. Somehow the
tire iliscotiMjied?
unreadable, was nailed over the smaller
girl seemed strangely out of place In
door. In the growing dusk I was
dingy saloon she did not In arty
obliged to study- it Intently to decipher that
sense belong. She was evidently not
finally
made them out there
the words,, but
seeking company, nor was she
:
letter by letter:
drinking; and yet there must surely
"OFFICE ALVA MALLEABLE IRON be some meaning to her presence.
COMPANY."
The proprietor approached me, leanHere ,was a Strange coincident;', if ing one hand on the table.
nothing more, for Gustave Alva had
"There is nothing inor.$?" he asked,
been one of the names signed on the
"No, this will answer very Well."
hotel register. Beyond doubt this old,
He lingered, tempted to question me.
Bell-an-s
abandoned iron foundry was his proper"You have not been In before? PerHot
spot
ty,-and
be
could
'
what better
hnps you do not Uve near?"
Relief
selected in which to meet and Concoct
"I 'do not," I replied frankly,
"I
a- scheme
of crime? What a pluee to
travel out of Boston, and sell lumber.
shipment.
Whatever
hide arms for
I have been doing some business with
doubt I may have felt regarding my the yard down below."
.venture vanished In the presence of
"I see. You are not from New York;
SairA
yiat uuusual name. This was unques 1 make it?"
$15 to $25 on evf;y tionably the place named, in the letter
"No; Boston has always been my
as a rendezvous;, here was where the
Saddle and Harness
I WOüj
home."
go
was"
recipient
to
of that letter
and
i
'toirect from our worktfV.
i
"Once I live there, too; when I first
Send lor our free caia ,
receive' Instructions; where he was to
li
come north from Rio. What you think
ft
Tb Fred Mueller So
raps,
anu
coun
mysterious
tne
lóseme
1
war?. We lick Germany-and Harness Corf: r tersign 'Cervantes," In order to gain about this
CI
'
Ml) to Mil Lad-- ar J.
1
admittance. - The knowledge thnt 1 hey?":
"Oh, I don't khow; she seems to be
was actually upon the threshold of
fovnvuT inranvtD br Dr. Bm-- i
FRECKLES tract utatoMetXMir inagUi bf such a discovery brought with it a de- more than holding her own.",. , ,
t.., as J HKMcaa mh, CMuai
"Ach, yes.' But how this country go
termination not to lose the advantage.
But what could I do? What further In; what then?"
U 1 120 E1AMM0TH JACKS
coma
le
y . 1W.naraL. aFifi I.OW'Mtor jon.
I looked up quickly Into his face,
steQs might be safely taken alone?
AACK W .KM
'
'
The night was dark, a slight drizzle with a swift desire to test his real
Cadu Kaplda, luwa
In the air, no one abroad except, from
sentiment.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
Why should It go
necessity. No sign ot life was risible
"This country

u re

-

hud

21.

a constant backache- spoiling your
summer? Do sharp pains stab you at
every sudden move? Are you so tired
and downhearted you can nardly keep
Likely your kidneys have
going?
slowed up, causing an accumulation of
poisons that? well kidneys would have
filtered off. Is it any wonder you feel
so tired and depressed and have headaches, dizzy spells and annoying bladder irregularities? Use Doan's Kidney Pills. Doan's have helped thousands. Ask ywr neighbor I

Tanlac

Elements Come From
Many Lands Far Away
From Here.

The Ingredients from which the celebrated medicine Tanlac is made, come
from remote cections of the earth,
and are transported thousands oí
miles over land and sea to the great
Tanlac Laboratories at Dayton Ohio,

A Colorado Case
Mrs. C. Bikes. 617
W. Third St, Flor-enc- e,
says: "My

kidneys were weak
and I had backache.
Sometimes
my head ached so
severely that I
couldn't sit up. My
sight blurred and I
had dizzy spells.
One of my family
EiSÉuLlttiiJÉmáii had received mn
much relief by using Doan's Kidney
Pills that I bought some. They cured
me ot money jrouDie."
Cet Doan's at Any Store, 60c Bos

and Walkersvllle, Canada.
The Alps, Appenlnes, Pyrenees, Rus,
sian Asia, Brazil,
Rocky
Mountains, Asia MInof, Persia India,
Mexico, Columbia
and Peru are
among the far away points from which
the principal properties of this remarkable preparation are obtained.
What is said to be the largest phar
maceutical laboratory In the United
States has been completed at Dayton.
Ohio, for the manufacture of Tanlac,
which, according to recent reports, is
now having the largest sale of any
medicine of its kind in the world,
over 20,000.000 bottles having been
k
sold in six years.
The new plant occupies 60,000
square feet of floor space and has a
daily capacity of 50,000 bottles. Uniform quality is guaranteed by a series
of careful Inspections by expert chemists from the time the roots, herbs,
barks and flowers are received In their
rough state from all parts of the globe,
until their medicinal properties have
been extracted by the most approved
processes.
The finished medicine Is
then bottled, labeled and shipped out
to tens of thousands of druggists
throughout
the United States and
Canada, to supply a demand never
before equalled tyy this or any other
medicine.
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
West-Indies-

DOAN'S
'SOS?
C-

FOSTER. MILBURN

1

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Kidney, liver, bladder and uric add
troubles are most dangerous because of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they give
that they need attention by taking

GOLD MEDAL

,

The world's standard .remedy for these
disorders will often ward off these diseases and strengthen the body against
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for th nm Gold Medal on avary bos

everywhere.Advertlsement.

and accept no imitation

Women Excel In Seed Tests.'
One branch of agriculture in which
women are said to excel men Is seed
testing nnd analysis. Many women
are employed in this work in various
state departments of agriculture.

Cuticura Soap
Complexions

Are Healthy

ASPIRIN

Soap

Analyzed.

proverb hopes nothing, fears nothing that the eyes do not see, the ears
do not hear. It is the doubting Thomas cf life, of literature. "A man of
the world Is," as Mr. Balfour once
neatly epitomized him, "one who does
not believe " anything good of the
A

Well, bo is a proverb.
Frledlaender, In Country Life.

25c

Ointment 25 ana 50c, Tal cam 25c.

MERELY CHANGE

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

THEIR TUNE

Members of Great and Noble Army of
Croakers Are Never Permanently
'
Discouraged.
Orville Wright was talking at a
about the new Cnproni biplane which carries 100 passengers.
"What will the scientists say now?"
he laughed. "When my brother and I
were trying to fly the scientists proved
time .jsifter.jme that flight ,was Impossible to man. Afterward, when flying
was actually accomplished, they proved
that airplanes would never be more
than dangerous toys big, stable ones
couldn't be made they'd be too heavy
to rise.
"Those scientists were like the old
lady who was taken ,to see the first
trolley car to start In her village. She
looked at the car and sniffed:
"'It'll never go
"But the car did go. It went beautifully. Then the old lady, staring after
"
It shrieked:
Dayton--

dinner

Warning! Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not. getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by" physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoaceticacldester
of Sallcycacld.
.

s

-'-

"'It'll never stop!'"

Adv.
'

Maybe.
Value of Foois.
'Now, dearie, never hurt your huswere always on the band's feelings."
If the
. t
job, few would live to grow wise, since
"Do you mean I must never ask
most of us gain our wisdom through him for money, ma?" Louisville
our experience in folly..
;
..

fool-klll-

New

Jl--

II:
i

'J

I

?'
v

,

Shoes-O-

Shoes

Shoes-Tig- ht

ld

all feel the same if you
shake into fhem some

ALLEN'S

FOOT-EA- SE

The Antiseptic, Dealing Powder for the Feet
Takes the friction from the shoe, freshens
the feet and gives new vigor. At night,
when your feet are tired, sore and swollen from walking or dancing, Sprinkle
ALLEN'S FOOT-KAS- E
in the foot-bat-

'

and enjoy tbe bliss ol leel without
w"an ache.

Í

Sa

,

Oyer 1,600,000 pounds of Powder for the Feet
wereuied by our Army and Kavy during the war.
Ask lor ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS-

tnt to ua

Ink

Uta

raat

Bad Blood Disfigures Young Faces
With Unsightly Eruptions
:

The mortifying

and unsightly ties must be cast out and the vital
fluid enriched before the disfigurements are cleared up. For this you
naturally want an efficient, tested
'
blood remedy like S.S.S., the fa
mous old herb medicine.
going important changes,
Start the young folks
and the blood stream is
with S.S.S. today (your
disordered
temporarily
druggist has it), and
often filled with poisonV Vjv V3k write ua about their conous waste matter.
dition, addressing Chief
In such cases only ini
Medical Advisor,
841
ternal blood remedies can
Swift Laboratory, At
relieve. The impuri- Georgia.
lanta,
langfe 'ts4Matiann4enaVtti1nMltv

To Remove Grit FronEye .
Small foreign bodies which ate not
imbedded in the eyeball may often be
removed by going into, a dark room,
looking up toward the lighting fixture,
then turning the light on quickly,
writes a correspondent.
If the light
Is strong enough, it win cause a violent reaction which will cause' the
particle to be washed to the corner of
the eye, It Is then easily removed
by means of a clean handkerchief. '

world."

BUFFALO, N. Y.

fikin and facial disfigurements on
young people framil4 to 20 years
old are seldom due to anything
worse than impure blood. The
young bodies are under-

"You're Charlett, Ain't You?"

Proverb

O-

VICTIMS
RESCUED

old-tim-

.

CHAPTER

'

Baclc Giving Out?

PARTS OF GLOBE

..

,

A

For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Coothe great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start

,

im STRANGE, CASS tf CAVENDISH

RECOMMEND

SWAMP-ROO- T

FROL! REMOTEST

..'"

t'

Helen's Version.,
A tender In the IryiiiKton school
was carefully leading her pupils
through n lesson In the first grade
"Now, Ilelen," said she, "will you
please read the next sentence.
Be
sure and do not forget the tittle mark
'
at the end of the sentence."
Helen studied the sentence. It was

tnT There are Germans enough ovel
hero to stop that"
"Not Germans nox - iSut Internationals,- revolutionarioC
They are
more than you think, 'Tis time lor
them to strike a great blow."
V "You are Polish, are you not?"
"Yah, from Warsaw. I come over
'
six years."
,
"Naturalized?"- - v
"I have first papers why yon ask?"
'
''
suspiciously,
merely
questioned
"I
from curiosity." My eyes wandered once more to
the girl across the room, and he no,
ticed the glance.
,
"You wonder what she do in here?"
he asked., "I tell you. She was my
niece, an' sit here to wait for a friend
to walk home with her. It Is not a
good neighborhood, this, for a woman
alone In the dark."
"Her home is some distance?"
"Five six blocks. It is a dark, bad
way."
He moved back toward the bar, apparently satisfied with his examination
of me, as well as his explanation. I
wondered grimly why he had taken
the trouble to tell me all this, and or
dered another glass of beer as an excuse to linger there a while longer.
What was the party like who was to
call for the girl? I did not have to
linger long to gratify my curiosity.
The side door opened silently, and a
man stepped briskly inside, shaking
the raindrops from his coat as he
greeted the barman cheerily.
"A dirty night,-Jans,he said, glancing swiftly about, his eyes sweeping
over me sharply. "Business not very
good, I suppose?"
"Dead. It's no good now any more,
with all the factories closing up because of the war. Just some salesman
drops In for a beer. That makes me
'
nothings."
The newcomer laughed, evidently
put quite at ease by this quick explanation. I was watching him. A rather
thick-se- t
fellow with a turned-umustache and a disfiguring scar on one
cheek, which gave to his eye a peculiar
expression.
Watching the fellow I
must have missed some signal, for he
whirled about suddenly and confronted the girl, who had already risen to
her feet and . stood expectantly, one
hand yet resting on the table.
You were waiting
"Ah, señorita
for me to come," he exclaimed. "Yet
I have not kept .you long."
"Oh, no," she answered quietly in
Spanish, her voice so low the words
barley carried to where I sat. "You
were delayed?"
"A car blockade at the wharf. No,
thank you, Jans, nothing tonight. You
would go, señorita?"
"There can be nothing to remain
longer here for, surely."
I watched them disappear through
the side door, marking his grasp on
her arm and her quick glance aside
Into his face., There had been something Wrong about this meeting, something undeniably awkward and constrained; These two were not what
e
.they pretended to be
friends
meeting incidentally to walk home together. They were strangers, coming
together there for the first time by
appointment. Neither had previously
known the other. I had even detected
fear, doubt, in the expression of the
girl's .face.
Yet I dare not move, or attempt to
follow, thera. I could only sit quietly,
my eyes on the window fronting the
street. I watched intently, but no
shadows passed that way the two had
not turned down Gans street.
My mind worked rapidly as I sat
there motionless, afraid to make the
slightest move lest It arouse suspicion.
Whatever the object of the meeting
might be, Jans was Vnore or less Involved. He had signaled to the girl
twice, and his words, however innocent they may have sounded, must
have brought a warning to the man.
Beyond doubt he had questioned me
with "the distinct purpose of thus discovering, why I had drifted into the
place. I dismissed utterly his state--,
nient that the young woman was his
niece her very appearance gave that
the lie.
Something was wrong, perhaps not
criminal, perhaps in no way associated
with the affair which had brought me
Into that neighborhood, and yet suspiciously wrong, and I felt Inexorably
driven to find out what it all meant.
I finished my beer slowly, and then
selected a cigar from the case and lit
,

Orange, Cal "I always feel very
grateful to you, as some twenty years
lago tnree aoctors
said l bad to nave a
serious operation. I
bad a tumor, and ulcers which would
gather and break. I
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or ó tor a lew nignts alter. A
few doses restore your organs to their
proper functions and the Headache and the
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
.

men laxe

They regulate (he Bowels

íftíS" LttZC

and prevent

.

a

Constipation

Small Pill; Small Dow; Small Pries
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An Outing in New Mexico's
HILLS

Váátion

A

ATTORNEY
AT LAW

l!

Pine-Gla- d

East Las Vegas,

O

No. 11958.

,f

'3

Room 9, First Nat'l
Bank Bldg,

.

To provide vacation opportunities for those who otherwise might be de- -.
chaige and rest, The Albuqtjerqtíe Daily
nied the pleasure and benefit
and Sunday 'Herald has arranged to provide a rouiidrip (ticket to "Los
Angeles, San Diego, and the ocean beaches of Southern California (Pullman and meals; enroute included) for' every person in New Mexico, young
subscriptions to
or old. who turns in forty (40). annual
'
The Daily árid Sunday Herald.

TREASURY

OF THE CURRENCY.
o

paid-in-advan-

Washington,D.C."

;

April 18, 1921.

pine-cla-

t

This offer is open to every citizen of
NEW MEXICO
You can have your Vacation Trip in return
For A Few Hours Work In Spare Time
It's easy to sell The Herald, because it's New Mexico's best daily and
Sunday newspaper.
But to make it all the easier for you, we've arranged .for you to offer with each annual subscription to The Herald, at no
additional cost, a
PICTORIAL REVIEW

subscription to
The foremost magazine for the home.

paid-in-advan- ce

Don't Delay Your Action On This Opportunity- Clip and Mail this Coupon TODAY
:

,

Real-Estat-

at

10

percent; long time and
.

NOTICE
quick payments.
Tell us your
We are now ready to build
finance troubles, we can help
that fire proof house or garage
v
you.
ior you, out of cement steam
Schultz
and Johnson.
cured blocks or brick, both face
or common finish. This is the
BAUM BROTHERS ARE
hollow wall system which means
SELLING ONE MINUTE
a dry house, we also do General
WASHING
MACHINES
Contracting and Carpenter and
Mill work.
ON THE INSTALLMENT
Roy cement Products Co.
PLAN FOR A DOLLAR
John H. Hornbaker, Prop.
DOWN AND YOU PAY
Roy.NJH.
BALANCE OUT OF YO- t
UR CREAM CHECK
ADOBES '
$1.00
FROM
WRINGERS
PLENTY OF THEM
TO $10.00. CALL AND
SEE THEM
I will make you Adobes and
lay them in the wall for $35.00
per thousand, you to furnish the
ground and,water. '
1 have had 25 'years exnerien- ce and guarantee mv work. Let
me figure with you on that buil
iiniiMiiimiiii
I
ding you are contemplating.
Jose Alcario Griego,
Roy, New Mexico.

Baum Bros.

Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented to the undersigned,
it has bee made to appear that
"The First National Bank Of
Roy" in the Village of .Roy
in the County of Harding and
H?
ft
State of New Mexico has complied with all the provisions of NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the Statutes of the United
Department of the Interior,
States, required to be complied
with before an association shall U.
S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
be" authorized to commence the
The U. S. L. battery
ton,
New
Mexico. May 17th 1921
Banking;
business of
has proved its value, it
NOTICE is hereby given that
is not an unknown qualiNow therefore I, Thomas P. Victor E. Bixby, of Mills, New
ty, and it is always bet
Kane, Acting Comptroller of the Mexico, who, on March 19, 1918,
ter to be safe than sorry
Currency, do hereby certify that and May, 3rd, 1921, made HomeWe have new batteries
"The First National Bank Of steads Applications No. 025873,
on hand at all times. . .
Roy" in the Village of Roy in and No. 026063, for
Magneto, starter, gene
NWiA
the County of Harding and SWVi-SE4
rator and battery repair
State of New Mexico, is autho- SEI4. NE14-SWIwork promptly done.
rized to commence the business Section 30,
and NWi4-NWiSec.
Free Water
of Banking as provided in Secand
tion Fifty one hundred and sixty 31, Township 21N, Range 25E,
Inspection
nine of the Revised' Statutes of N.M.P. Meridian.
Has filed notice of intention
the United States.
ANDERSON BATTERY
to make Final Three Year Proof,
COMPANY
CONVERSION OF The Roy to establish claim to the land
before F. H.
Trust and Savings Bank, Roy above described,
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
New Mexico.
his office at Roy. New Mexico, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In testimony whereof witness on the 11th day 0 July, 1921.
Department of the Interior A
my hand and Seal of office this Claimant names as witnesses:
B.
Arbogast,
Misner,
F.
Otis
0
Eighteenth day of April, 1921.
W. M. Bruggeman,
and T. M. U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
Brown, al fo Mills, New Mexico.
TON, NEW MEXICO
(SEAL)
linn

paid-in-advan-

No matter where you live ;. if your home is within the boundaries of New
Mexico, this off er of a vacation with traveling expenses paid, is at your
command.

DEPARTMENT

OF COMPTROLLER
OFFICE
v

d
hills of New MexFor Ihosé' who prefer an outing in the
ico; or a vacation trip "back to the old home," The Herald will provide
an, amount equal to the total cost of the California trip offered above;
upon receipfof fprty (40)
subscriptions' to The Daily
and Sunday Herald.
v

k

.

New Mexico

Visit to the "Old Home

.

v

Elmer E. Veederi

DO YOU WANT a TRIP to
CALIFORNIA

lía,

MONEY';' "MONEY.' "
Cream. Separa tors-- a
year to pay.
much do you want?
We have
e
$100,000 to loan on
J. E. Busey Company,

2

..

I

EI2-SE1-

Vi

4,,

SEIL-SW1- 4,

4,

Wi2-SWi-

Ni2-NEi- 4,

4.

4,

"

(Coupon)
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT

'

The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Send me a

book- -

'

;

of vacation trip order blanks and full information

about your vacation offer.
(Name) .... . .

(Town)

......

. .

i

,.'- 'm, Paz Valverde,
Register.

T. P. Kane

.... ...

May. 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Hollie R. Johnson, of Solano,
New Mexico, who, on August
25th, 1916, made Addl Homestead Applicaton, No, 022874,
,,
Section 24
for
Township 19 N. Range 27 E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of ntention to make Final Thráe
Year. Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described before F, H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his owce at Roy,
New Mexico, on July 19, 1921.
Claimant names as witnessess:
.
Dean,"
Oscar Stephens,
J. C. Lloyd and J. W. Bowman
N
all of Solano, New Mxico.

Acting Comptroller
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of the Currency.
(Write name plainly)
(Give R. R., P. 0. Box or St., No.)
Do you know you are missing
f NOTICE TO PUBLIC
some mighty fine pictures at the
Roy Theatre every Saturday
All persons knowing them- night. The managers Eberhart
ilUHiaxlllHIIIIIIIIIMHIimilHIIilllllWMIIIIIIIIIIMHm
selves to be indebted to Mr. or and Nickens
are showing the
MrsF J.W.Robertson will call and
We are closing out our Auto make settlement with me on or best pictures that they can get,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and Tractor oils.
and you can see just as good pic
before June 20th, 1921.
Department
of
Interior
the
.BAUM BROS
Department of the Interior,
Fred S.Brown
tures at Roy, as you can at Ve
OY.,
Special Master gas or Raton. Come out tonight
NEW MEXICO.
,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION IOTICE FOR PUBLICATION and see for your self.
TON, NEW MEXICO
ton, New Mexico. May 18th 1921
'
NOTICE is hereby given that
May, 26, 1921
The Chautauqua is in full
Department of the Interior,
G. W. Orr, devisee of Nathan R. NOTICE is hereby given that
Department of the Interior,
swing this week and the public
Wright, Dec'd, Mobeetie, Texas, Juuanita L. C. de Baca of Buey
OFFICE at
iU.
are enjoying, some excellent pro
who, on June 8, 1916, ; made eres, New Mexico,, who, on Sept TU. S. LAND OFFICE at
paz valverde;
Fe, New Mexico,
grams both afternoon and even
'
May 16th 192.1
Homestead Entry, No.. 022303, 16th, 1918, and April 13, 1918
'
May 20, 1921.
Register.
for N3 of Section 33, Township made Homestead Entry Apphca NOTICE is hereby given that NOTICE is hereby given that ing.
17N, Range 31E, N.M.P. Meri- tion Serial No. 022857 and 024 Juan Mestas, of David, New George M. Tower, of Roy, Mora
'
J. A. Stevenson and wife
dian.
; .
; Mexico, who, on April 16, 1918 Co, New Mexico,
064, for'
who, on May FOR SALE One five year old
made Homestead Entry, Noj 1, 1918, and April, 26, 1921. mare, sound and well broke, were in town from the ranch
Has filed notice of intention Sec. 3, T. 18, R. 31 E, Si2-Sto make Final Three Year Proof, Sec. 21 "and W2-NEland 023253, for WSW!,, and Wi2 made Addtl, Homestead Appli- will weigh 1100 or better. See Tuesday trading with the best
merchants on the Mesa.
to establish claim to the land NW, "section 28, Township 19 NW14 of Section 4, Township cation, No. 035743, and No. I. C. Dodds. City.
above described, before A. A. N. of Range 31 E. N. M. P. Mer 19N, Range 31E, N.M.P, Meri- - 037705,-- for
SV21
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at idian, has filed notice of inten- dian.
Seci
3E14, SWit; NWVt-SEV- i,
Ha3 filed .notice of intention 35, SEt4-SEihis office in Mosquero, New tion to make Three Years Final
Sec. 34, T, 19N
Mexico, on the 14th day of July. Proof, 10 establish claim to the to make Final Tlyee Year Proof, R. 24E, and Lots 1 and 2. Sec.
1921.
land above described, before "A. to establish claim to the land 3, ownship 18N, Range 24E, N,
Claimant names as witnesses: A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner above described, before A. A. IP. Meridian.
,
R. N. Rogers, H. S. Hamby, at Mosquero. New Mexico on Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
Has filed notice of intention
L.
C.
Mosquero,
Flowers,
and
m
New
Baker,
office
S.
his
J.
July 20, 1921.
to make Final Three Year Proof,
all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnessess: Mexico, on the 6th day of July to establish claim to the land
Paz Valverde,
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Nestor C. 1921.
above described, before F. H.
Register.
de Baca, and Reyes Olives of Claimant names as witnesses: Foster, U. S. Commissioner', at
Reyes Olivas, of Buyeros, New his office at Roy. New Mexico
Bueyeres, New Mexico, Luis C.
FOR SALE: Good German de Baca, of Rosebud, New Mex- Mexico, and Tiofilo Salazar, No-- on the 6th day of July, 1921.
Millet Seed; none better in the ico.
berto Gonzales and Mehton Lo-- Claimant names as witneses:
Lacd Matters before the Department of the
vato,
of David, New Mexico.
state. Price at ranch 2V2c per
Oscar Kidd, Luther Corneal,
PAZ VALVERDE,
lb.' Bring your own sacks.
Paz Valverde,
Webb Kidd and A.M. Burleson,
Register.
Interior Contests, etc
F.M. Woodard
all of Roy, New Mexico.
Register.
Roy, New Mexico.
Route "A"
A. M. Bergere,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC
....NOTICE TO THE
Department of the Interior
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
'
I have bought out Mr, We- kj. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY Department of the Interior,
atherman's interest in the water
Bepartmcnt of the Interior,
TON, NEW MEXICO
v.i
business and will furnish water
May, 26, 1921
0
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
TI. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay.
Mexico. May 16th 1921
at 20c per barrel in tank lots NOTICE is hereby given that
May 17th 1921
and 25c in single lots. Leave Nestor C. de Baca, of Bueyeros NOTICE is hereby given that tori, New Mexico.
NOTICE is hereby given that
April
13th
who,
on
Mexico,
New
New
David,
of
Lovato,
Meliton
Fairview Pharmaorders at the
'
1918, made Homestead Entry Mexico, who' on April 13, 1918, Harrv E. Stafford, of Roy. New
";
cy.
v:'.
Mexico, who, on September 14th
Application Serial No. 022885,
Entry,
Homestead
Addtl,
nade
James W. Johnson Jr.
Wi2-SEii;
1918, made Homestead untry,
4
for
of Section No. 025178. for SEV: Sec. 22
Section 15, Township 19 N. of No. 022981, for NW
SEid-NCIVIL SERVICE EXAMINA-TION- S Range 31 E. N. M. P. Merman, 7, Township 17N, Range 32E,
NEI4- way;
S'2-SEto
POSTMASTER,
aeC'Zi.
notice
intention
filed
of
for
has
SEi,
N.M.P. Meridian.
Section 34. To
md
Clerks, Railway make Three Year Proof, to esGovernment
Has filed notice of intention
25E, N.M.
Range
19N,
wnship
above
land
to make Final Three Year Proof,
Mail. Men, women, 18 to 65. tablish claim to the
JUST LIKE .MOTHER USE TO MAKE ONLY BETTER
P.
described, before A, A. Wynne to
Meridian.
establish, claim to the land
For free particulars, write "J. C. U.S. Commissioner, at Mosquero
notice
intention
of
Has filed
Leonard (former Civil Service New Mexico, on July 20, 1921. ibove described, before A. A. to. make Final Three Year Proof,
Examiner) 211 Equitable Bldg. Claimant names as witnessess: vVynne, Ui5. Commissioner, at to establish claim to the ?nd
Fulgencio C. de - Baca, .Reyes his office in Mosquero, New above described, befpre í. ti.
BUY AT HOME
Washington. D C.
. 2tpd.
Olivas", and Julianita L. C. de Mexico, on the 8th, day of July, Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
New Mexico 1921.
CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.
Rain again practically every Baca, of Bueyeres,
.
his of fice at Roy. New Mexico.
and Luis C. de Baca, of Rosebud
day this week is getting the New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses: on the 13th day, of July, 1921.
roads in pretty bad shape for
PAZ VALVERDE,
Pedro J. Lovato, J. Olmedo Claimant names as witneáés:
I
Register,
comnew
We
hope
the
traffic
R. L. Sansbury, Webb Kidd,
Manchego, Jose B. Rael, all of
Dnnoo
Harding
County
lit
'J .new íuexiw, au ejeo J. H. Sansbury, and R.R. Leach,
missioners of
uavia,
and
cattle
Mr.
the
Smith
we
will get .busy and see that
Mexico. all of Rov., New Mexico.
inspector of Tucumcari Olivas: of Buyeros, New
Valverde,'
get some road work done this branJ
Faz
Páz Valverde, was in' Rey Tuesday inspectiag
3Qg
non
Register.
Register.
.
branda.
, ,
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FANCY BAKERY
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A.

ty Celebration at Mosquero, to
attend and write up, the New
County of Harding going into
effect, the appointment of Coun
ty officers and to cap the whole
thing off the Roy , Chautauqua
in full swing and we just had
to attend each afternoon and
evening and then the paper to
get out on time has kept the
whole force on the jump all
week. However we are in the
new county now and everything
is going lovely, so well just
rest a little next week, so don't
expect too much from us in
next week's paper.
Wm. and Fritz Street of Copland Texas are visitors at the
Ro)x?rt Street home near Mills.
Both are well pleased with New
Mexico and will probably locate
here later.

Frederick 'W. - Jbraith the
Fighting ColoneHof; the Fight-in- g
First and Notional Com man
der of the Americaa Legion met
death early last Thursday morn
ing at Indianapolis in an auto
mobile accident when an auto in
which he tvas riding went over
an embankment. Colonel Gail- braith was pinioned underneath
the machine and fatally crush
ed.

Two companions who Vrere

with him, Colonel Milton J. Fore
men, of Chicago and head of
the Illinois American Lesion
marched behind their great com
and Henry Ryan director of
the Americanization Depart
ment of the Legion were also
seriously injured. " The funeral
held in Cincinnati Saturday was
one of the larget attended funerals ever held in Cincinnati.
The funeral was attended by
most of his regiment, th 147th
whom he had led through St.
Mihiel and Flanders and again
THE CHAUTAUQUA
mander. but this time in silent
The Roy Chautauqua which tears. Speeches were made at
now is in session in the big the funeral by Former Conrman
tent is putting on one of the der of the Legion, Franklin D.
best programs ever given in Olier, Theodore Roosevelt" Jr.,
Roy. The last program will be and Rev. John F. Hegert who
given Saturday evening. We was chaplain of Gailbraith's
intended to. give a full writeup regiment
this week but owing to "Too
One '4 pint can Floorlac stain
much doin" we can't get it. but
will tell you all about it next varnish price 30c One good
quality varnish brush, price 15c
meek.
for 10c at Roberts & Olver.
Mrs. E. C. Smith of Gren- Quite a number of Mills and
ville, N. M. is visiting her moth- er and other relatives in and Abbott cars passed thru Roy
Mrs. (Tuesday and Wednesday
en
near Roy this week.
Smith was formerly Miss Phoe route tó Mosquero to attend the
"Big Celebration."
be Russel:
,

.

.

fi

-

At Ray '- .
June 27th, 28th.

The .Threshermern of New
Mexico will form- - an organization fon June 27th and 28th.
The State meeting has been call
ed by the organizer; V. H. Anderson at the Roy Theatre and
will open promptly Monday
morning the 27th at 10 o'clock.
There are over 200 thresher-me- n
in the state and over 100 of
these have signified, their inten
tion of ' being;.' present at the
meeting. A number will come
in cars and will bring their
families with them and it will
laxvthe Roy people to care for
the crowds expected on these
dates. All those who have
rooms and can care for one; or
more will please notify Mr. Anderson.
There will be several hundred
thousand bushels of wheat, oats
rye and other seeds threshed
in the state this year and as
practically all .other business
have their organization, the
Threshermen have decided that
they too are entitled to an organ
ization, for with the declining
prices of grain as well as labor
and these counteracted by the
high price of machinery makes
it necessary for the threshermen to have an understanding
on the prices that will be charg
ed for threshing this year, and
there are also a number of other
important matters to be discus
sed at the meeting.
v
A great deal of. credit is due
Mr. V. H. Anderson for the organization as he has worked
hard for the past several weeks
to make it a success, not only
-

in Roy, New Mexico

.

-

.

sending out literature to the var
ious threshermen but writing
personal letters to each one' m
the state, and now that he has
the meeting assured for Roy
lets all get behind him and
help make it a great sucess.
,

One

'i

pint can Floorlac stain

One good
.arnish price
quality varnish brush, price 15c
10c at Roberts & Olver. v
30c

fr

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

TAKES UNTO HIMSELF
."BRIDE V- - "'

DeviT ' of

The modest

A
tKS.

Glenn Cooiey

an

has been quite nervous the past
few days as all can tell from
his spelling in the paper and we

have wondered the cause but it
was' all explained last Thursday wheñ Missv Eíií&beth C
Lidhout arrived on the Folly
from the north and then, well
we'll tell it to you. in the paragraph below.
...The wedding took place at the
home, of Mr. and Mrs. Wnv Ü.
Johnson in the north part of
town just after the arrival of

THEFIRSf

NATOBÁNK
OF

ROY

!

Capital and Surplus $60, OOO. OO

the train and Judge F. IL Fos
ter said " the words, in that
pleasant way of his, that made
one
them
forevermore. Of
course the "Devil" blushed and
no, he never faltered and was
very little if any more nervous
than when he is doing up a
nice piece of jobwork or clipping
n
off the
at a
2.40 pace. Immediately after
the ceremony
the "rjappy
Couple" partook of a fine wedding dinner that had been prepared by Mrs. F. L. Schultz and
Mrs. Wm. G. Johnson and then
all spent the afternoon at the
Chautauqua while the
rest
.

The only NATIONAL BANK, in the
County, as well as the oldest
and largest.'

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVES BANK

Spanish-America-

.

" Jl good bank for everyone "

.

S-- A.

ed.

The Bride Mrs. Cooiey. is the
elder 'daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lindhout of Riverside, California, but formerly of Flager,
Colorado where
the happy
couple

first met and where a MESA

romance started that ended in
their happy marriage Thursday
The Lindhouts left Flager for
California nearly three ' years
ago but the romance which
had started at Flager did not
end and the two hearts remain
ed true to, each other altho
they had not seen one another
these past three years. Mrs.
Cooiey is an accomplished young
lady, a fine musician, and we
are sure that Mr. Cooiey used
fine judgment when he chose
his bride for we are sure he will
be happy forever more.
The Groom "The Devil" is a
fine young man of excellent
habits and came to Roy from
Amarillo, Texas several months
ago and accepted a position with

the

Spanish-America-

Printing

n

a full fledged
Devil" ready to take the blame
for all mistakes and other errors that creep into 'the
(We wrote a whole column
here but the '"Devil" marked
it out) so all that we can say is
that we are sure the 'Bridé too
has made a good selection and
we feel sure she will never re--'
gret he long trip from River
side" to Koy-- - when she; took
Glenn for better or worse and'
we can see in these young folks
the making of a home, the kind
that America needs and one
that will be a valued addition to
Co. and is now

--

S-- A.

:
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WHOLE FORCE A BUSY
LEGION HEAD KILLED
BUNCH THIS WEEK
IN AUTO ACCIDENT

With a wedding in the S-Force this week, the big Coun-

-

rosar-- -.

SpaniBh-Americ-

BaerenuD Avgdr n. Jilt
second-cla- n

": GIENN COOLEY v "DEVIL
AT SPANISH-AMERICA-

THRESH--- "

toORGANIZATION

eiimen
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JUNE 18, 1921.
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Roy.
The Happy Couple will be
home to their friends on and

ter the 20th of June

at-th-

e

at
af

Wil:

WHEAT
GROWERS
ASSOCIATION
ORGANIZED
ü

The meeting called by the
farmers and which was held at
the office of F. H. Foster last
Saturday afternoon was attended by about 50 farmers and. a
number of very important mat
ters to the farmers discussed
and later in the evening the
"Mesa Wheat Growers Association" was organized with the fol
lowing officers: G. R. Aber-nathPresident, F. S. Brown
Secretary, W. H. McCarger,

PALOUSE VALLEY

Everybody si invited to at- atlív-4?Oration
íe
farm.
Ko,er visited
thl pnce
af
-

home Tuesday.
storm Jast week did
damage.
,
Mr. Will Fleiss
..
is havim?
another well dug
Mae and Vonda
Price went
home with Mary Shaw
Sunday,
from Sunday School.
CProcter
Chester .started for and son
Dewev
Treasurer.
Oklahoma Monday."
The first question taken up was
im such bad healthf
was that of wages to be paid
Mr. and
,
.Mrs

eni

y,

fe.A

AT

,

harvest hands this harvest and
the scale adopted by the Associ
ation was as follows: Harvest
hands, common labor 30c per
hour or $3.00 per, day; Header
drivers $4.00 per day or 40c per
hour ; Stackers 40c per hour or
$4.00 per day. Teams to; be
paid at the rate of 15c per hour
or 1.50 per day. Heading price
was set at 1.75 per acre. The
,

S3
M-r-

Su.day at Mr,

ge

.Mr.J. É. Procter is

helmno- -

feXh!rA"Gp,- -,
Mr. Robert

SfvV v..

..

'

Vi

above wages to include board.
The price of threshing was
J- E.
Brown.
also discussed very thoroly and
the farmers were in favor of a the Roy Trading
Company
ten cent per bushel but the ma a business
trip to Spring Fri!
chine owners claimd this price aay morning
in th
too low and asked for a 12c per They were
35 minutes Tgolnfto
bushel price and the matter was Spnnger
a distance of
nfües
left open for further considera and 40
minutes
returning.
tion. A committee composed
S JUSt 8 ,ittle ktter time
of the following men was apbe
pointed to confer with : the fore.. py.uVer made the
threshermen and' come to an and claim it renort
beats auto trave
agreement óf '.price if possible.
alisto
'
The ' committee named was as
follows: C. F. Leonard, J. H. thmkJactwiirbeintKWke?
m aeroplane soon and
Mahoney,
Boulware, Mr. will takA nil
íñ"n
72
mp
Aspgren and P. L. Qunn. They thru
aTr.
the
are to go over the matter very
-

,iK.JZ

f"

cox residence on Fourth Street.
Of course the Spanish-Ame- ri
can and its numerous - corre
pondents for which the Groom
has been pieing type the past
few weeks will not be relieved thoroly and report at the next
as1. we can
all expectbetter meeting which will be held toHail! Hail! "Warit
work and yet we extend the day (Saturday afternoon) at ed Friday.
Did youTave your
best of Felicitations to the hap the office of F. H. Foster.
Íf
why not
py couple forevermore. Any Every farmer invited to become
anr
Johnson wül
way here s luck to you "Cooiey a member of this splendid organ
your noto wifVi
x
and Bride" from the whole ization; Come out and be with take
'
PremiUra
ihem a
force.
them Saturday afternoon.
once
-

R.-W-

.

--

This wonderful line of childrens dresses, is being
sold irregardless of cost.

wíp?Qnd?

:

We cut them in half some time ago, and
now we are closing them out at another half price reductions. You cannot make them as cheap'
as we are selliug them, for this is the final close
Buy a half dozen.
out

A "xz

j

$665
NONAME I

HATS

.Cbsssnd Attention

HALF

Your chance to buy
one of these Hats at the
Special Price of

Price on all our Ladies Hats
and Childrens Hats.
Just a few left so now is
your chance to get a good Hat
cheap.

Including Tax.

Last week as ' Mr. Chambers
was coming to town ... with'
tank of water the wagon turned
over near the Ivy place injur
ing Mr. Chambers quite serious
ly.
for three miles
east of town has been in a fear
ful condition more or less for
the past winter but after the ac
cident of last week Mrs. T. O,
Scott' got busy and saw; a num
ber of the farmers living onor
near the road and tthéy put in
two new culverts near the" Ivy
place and did considerable grade
work. Street
Commissioner
Grunig got busy with the Gty
truck and grader the first of
the week and has started grad
ing the roads for a mile and a
half east and if it will keen
from raining for a few days Mr
Grunig will make this one cf
the best pieces of roads in the
.

The-roa-

d

r " ; NOTICE
BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO

FIND OUT ABOUT

OUR
SPECIAL PROPOSITION
'

ON .;.
HAIL INSURANCE

new County.

Mrs. Edgar Floersheim is
spending a few weeks with re
latives at Wagon Mound and in
the mean time Edgar is playing
ne oacneior roie dux rM;encan
see irom tus irowns tnAt-hei-

.;

.

Address all inquiries
;

to;

'

:

-

McCarger
& Hooper
"KOY;
NEW MEXICO.

REINSURE

ANYTHING AGAINST

EVERTinNG"

.;.':t.-..- r
L-

r'" THI!

-

MILLS 'ÁÑD VICINITY

linty T2' O
f
.

Mews

$

Items of Interest
From our Mora
Irvin Ogden; Sr. Correspondent

:

Were not supposed to know
much this week. Two days. at
the Mosquero celebration is calculated to make one forget
what he knew before it.
The
Chautauqua finished
Tuesday and the guarantors
are glad to have gotten by with
out serious loss .financially.
The. entertainment was good
thruout and a large crowd attended. The court room was
used for the purpose instead of
the tent and the, people enjoyed the musical and vaudeville
acts. The lectures did not go
so strong as many patrons

.

.

Could

not understand the Eng-

lish and it was not interpreted.
The baseball game with Hol- man Sunday was a disaster for
the Mora team. ; Holman romped all around them witha score
of 15 to : 0. We wanted to
blame it on the muddy grounds,
the boys from the country village were used to wading mud
but we give up making excus
es when the Mgr. blames it all
on a girl. Some one couldnt
play "Because "..
The young men of Mora gave
a farewell party Sunday night
for Emelio Sanchez, on the eve
of his leaving for Mosquero to
take charge of the business of
the new Abstract Co. A fine
time is reported and he is hav-

ing trouble making himself believe he wants to stay away
from Mora.
Phil Sanchez and his uncle
-

Pat drove over to Mosquero Sun

'

day to take in the celebration
of Harding County and start
off the Abstract Co.
Mr. Copelin, the abstractor
went to Tucumcarj last week on
business returning
via Mos
quero to celebrate with the

rest

The first examination at the

Normal institute was held Friday and Saturday and most of
the students wrote oh it, those
who intended to take but the
ten days required have dropped
out and others enrolled to Jake
"
r
:,
their places.
,
Miss Pancratz, of Las Vegas
arrived Saturday an d will fin.

.

ish the remainder of, the
tute; as Instructor. She was
prevented by illness from comInsti-

ing? sooner.

;.

still on the job.
contractor
The river and smaller streams
are still too swollen to. allow of
really good fishing but' it will
--

'

sooh .be just right
It is interesting to Jhear the
opinions of the people of the
- Mésa "expressed very freely fol
lowing the appointment oi tne
new officers. We are, of, 'course
but an "Innocent bystander"
but we dont have to put our ear

to the ground to learn that
there are a lot of republicans
who have been voting the demo
crat ticket for some years past,
and had hoped to have a
chance to vote their former,
ticket again ,who see little encouragement as yet.
;

.

EATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

:.

Extracted Honey

For sale by the case
and in 6 gal. cans

Retailed by all

Leading Grocers
Italian Bees, and Queens

Fatjo Apiaries
P.O. Box

- Springer, New Mex.

oil : cook
Perfection
&
Olver.
stoves at Roberts

New

n

.,

'

--

H. A. Gray, agent for the E.
P. & S. W. R. R. has received
notice that all articles intended
for food relief will be sent free
by the railroads. So if you
anything id offer them
take it to the Local Red Cross
who will see that it is properly
labeled and shipped.

hx

"" Óbe'Vjjpmt can
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TIIE.NEW COUNTY SEAT

tj

as.-heb-

-

18,-122-

'that

next-hous-

7

,

was built, a store building and a
It still rains but we are not
small residence and sank the
going., to - complain. It makes
fiist well which secured and
It's, History
the grass .pretty and green,
.bf water,, at 5 depth
auses tne wild nowers. to
of about 100 feet . Quite a'iium
bloom, and the frogs to sing, so
The name "Mosquero" was ber of farmers and settlers had
why should we worry?
giyen by the old Spanish drifted, into the.; country by
first
Mrs. iL IS. AJbertson ana buffalo
who , came this time, the greater part of
hunters
daughter returned last Friday
down
from;
mountains
, to whohi left during the first few
the
from a visit at Stafford, Kans4 rthe."
name
that years' hardship incidental to the
creek' of that
Mrs.' Albertson did not .' enjoy
of conquering of a new country.
few
miles
a
rises
southeast
her trip very much owing to town and. empties into Ute A few however remained and
the fact that she was Sick creek
'a few miles North oJ are now the leading farmers of
nearly all the time she was gone Gallegos.
days it the Mesa. Among these few
In fact she is yet unable to as- - would seemIn those herds of
are Judge J. F. Smith, Postmas
that
the
sume her duties in the Wilson
'
ter A. H. McGlothlin, Messrs
accom
generaly
buffalo
were
'
'
Co. office.
Pittman, Lofton, Fuller, and
panied'
and
flies
by
swarms.qf
returned
Mrs. Ray Smith
r '
buffa- -' bhrums.
country
where
the
that
:
Monday from Dodge City and
The Mosquero Sun was estab
lo were numerous was badly in
other points in Kansas where fested
.with the ; little .horn", lished by Benj. F. Brown eany
she has been .visiting. '. Mr.
accompanied them.' m the history of the town and
fly
.that.Smith met her Sunday at ' Tu- - Before reaching the buffalo
was maintained until about 19
cumcari, she having to return country
16 when
passed away. Since
would
hunters
the
that way because of numerous first commence to encounter that timeit the town has been
washouts on lines north of here. the, swarms of flies and speak- without a newspaper.
Mrs. M. H. Smith and two ing
in Spanish would say that
It s growth has been very
daughters left Sunday for Ford having
"Mosquero" slow but steady since the first
reached
the
Kans. to visit relatives.
fly swarms, or fly infested éstablishment of the town. In
Mrs. Howard. Dykeman and or
country that the buffalo were the election of 1920 the state
Mrs. Ira Thetford attended the
near by. When the Dawson senator, T. E. Mitchell, a resiChautauqua at Roy Tuesday.
branch of the E. P. & S, W. Ry dent of near Mosquero was elec
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Siler and was
through the country ted, and Messrs Beatty and
daughter Tina returned Sunday side built
and switches were Baca from Mosquero were electtracks
evening from Glorietta where provided every
few. miles and ed to the House of Represen
they have been visiting. They given names as sites
for future tatives, while Messrs Brock and
were also sight seeing in the towns. The switch at the pres- Beck were elected to
the lower
state capitol while they were ent site of Mosquero was desig- house from Mora County.
The
gone.
"Moquero" an attempt creation of a new county again
as
nated
Ira Thetford is trying in his to spell the name of the creek came' before the legislature
straight, forward, honest way,
headed near by but having with Mosquero a determined
to fill John Hepburn's place in that
an entirely different meaning candidate for the county seat
the Wilson Co. grain office in the Spanish, language.
honors. A compromise
was
while John is taking his vacaIn 1905 Benj. F. Brown set- made whereby Roy was to be
tion.
tled at Las Cuevas, an old given the County High School,
Rev. Cook was reported on ranch about eleven miles North Mosquero the county seat and
the sick list, and therefore un- of Mosquero where he engaged a new county was created out
able to fill his appointment at in the stock business for a of parts of Mora and Union
Mills last Sunday.
short time, shortly afterwards County and Harding County
Rev. Mattox of lucumcari is moving to Black Lake where he came into existence and Mos
conducting a revival meeting started a ranch, put in a little quero attainted her greatest am
We wish him the store and secured the establish bitlon.
very best ot success. Let us ment of the post office of Gould
go.and hear also the singer Mr. with a star reute out of Roy
Benj. F. Brown
Scott of Fort Worth.
Practically no settlement was oh
forlost
Case
about
Thurman
the. Mesa at that time other
ty acres of wheat in a hail than
a few scattering ranches
Benj. F. Brown, the founder
storm which crossed a corner of There was not a house at Mosof
the town of Mosquero and
his place one night last week. quero, nor Solano and only a
years the leading booster
for
Fortunately he had it insured. very small village at Roy. But
of
vicinity was born m Tex
the
"5.
C.
Co.
and
The Wilson
an occasional homeseeker was as, was schooled in Illinois and
Jones are building a garage. beginning to look this way
lived for the last' sixteen
The latter for his own use and with a longing eye attracted by has
years
in Mosquero and vicinity.
use
of
the
the former for the
the immense streches of rolling When the
employees.
prairie land that was lying idle, war broke out he was a school
Mrs. Lohn was mute sick a Shortly
Brown
afterwards
volunteered and
few days last week and there wrote a letter to the Dallas teacher ,, but
sent
to
was
the Philippines
fore spent from Thursday until
News describing where ;.he remained for two
country
Saturday in the
with the country around Gould and years, 'serving
a
her parents Mr. and Mrs. S. A. was,hteraly swamped with let part oi ihe timeasanda assodier
an
inter
'
- i
Newton.
,tgrs , and homeseekers that
- Mr; and
Mrs; Vern Kénoyef poured into the country in pretér nd translator ... thj . bal
of the time.
were Suriayj dinner guests of search of. homes. The Gould ance
Returning
to the U. S. he en
Mr. and Mrs: A. U. minora.
ranch became a crowded host-ler- y
school tynht
.teaching
in
A. R. Berentz is building a
and often it was, impossible for. a short t.w, and in 1905
new house 20 by SO feet just to find beds for the homeseek
in the vicinity of Moseast of the railroad track ers that rushed into the coun settled
quero
he engaged in the
where
which he expects to use for an try.. In 1908 a large part of stock business, the mercantile
office, shelf hardware, doors and the land had' been filed upon
business and later on in the
i
windows.
and a townsite was laid out by
V
the hotel and newsWell, We went to Mosquero Brown at Mosquero on land pur
paper
and played polibusiness
to the celebration alright but chased from the government by tics as side line.
During the
had to swim coming the use of lieu selections on Isa
we nearly
twt
'
years-h- e
become
has
last
home. We were favorably im- ac Crow Scrip, an office was es- interested in the oil game and,
seat
county
pressed 'With our
tablished in Oklahoma City and spends a part of his time on
and the surrounding country. a sale of lots advestised. Floods the road visiting the different
Algo noticed the numerous cozy in Oklahoma washed out the oil
fields.
farm houses, he nice( rees. ar- bridges so that, the excursion
ound same, which, werei nicely that' was expected failed to ar
cultivated. The truck patches rive and the lot sale was ;a) fail ' J. Flóersheim sold 7 lots in
were free from weeds and the ure the only lot that was sold the Floersheimi Addition this
vast fields , of waving ; wheat bringing nine .dollars and' being .week ,tbW. S.Morris4of north?
Moms will
proved to- - our "minds '.beyond a oíd ; to . A. '.H.', , McGlothlin. West of town.
were
of 0
begin
erection
the.
we"
soon
"that
reasonable doubt
Brown then erected two stone
peace, buildings on the townsite, one houses' on the 7 lots, two will be
m a country wnere
health and prosperity dwelled of which he used as a dwelling for renj and one will be his new
We 'were denied the pleasure of house and hotel and the other home. We are glad to see Mr.
meeting our Ben but all the con as a store and postoffice. The Morris pake this move for we
solution we have in that is wc post office having been moved need a large number of new
seen Governor Mechem and up here from Gould and rail houses in Roy before Septemhard him make a short speech. road having changed the name ber 1st ánd altho several arc
On our return trip we met The of their switch from "Moquero" now under the course of conDevil and we might say here to Mosquero although it was struction we still need at least
he does not seem so bad as his not until several years later 25 more houses. The lots purare
that the name was changed on chased from Mr.,Floersheim
name indicates.
the maps and stationery of the just south' of tke Chas Weather-il- l
home and choice lots. Mr.
railroad company. In 1909
informs us that he
Eloersheim
legis
to
elected
the
was
Brown
be- - still has a number of ;choice lots
County,
Unión
from
lature
SX
in the lower house and Gallegos that he is offering the public at
being in the senate. A. S. Bush very attractive prices to those
kevitz was a member of the who want to build homes in
lower house from Roy and the Roy.
first : county seat fight was
WITH
siaged during that legislature. 'New Perfection oil cook
C
Bushkevitz introducing a bill sioves aiI. miueris ot
vivvr.
for the establishment of a new
county with Roy as the county
Cal Jones and wife were in
seat and secured its passage in Roy Monday enroute to Tucum-ca- ri
'
for a few weeks visit with
the house and lacked, but one
PREPAID
vote of 'securing? it's passage in relatives and friends. Mr. and
making
the senate. Mosquero hpping Mrs. Jenes ait"
In Attractive Case
to be ablé to secure the county their home in California. ' ' '
seat later on fought manfully
Mrs. W, W. Gilstrap and ohild
against
the new county measSatisfaction Guaranteed
lacked one vote of being ren left for Gould,. Oklahoma
ure
but
or Money Refunded
defeated. Since that; timé al- where they will visit relatives
most every legislature has seen for a few weeks and enjoy the
This offer for a limited
only.
a new county fight staged with heat and sultry weather of
time
Mosquero fighting to prevent southern Oklahoma. While W.
Remit by money order
the creation of a new county un- W. will batch it out here and en
or cash (no .stamps)
til such time that she could be joy the cool weather, of the
in a position to secure the coun Mesa.
ty seat to 'which she believed
that she was rightfully entitled Tel. i your hail troubles to
on account of .her. geographical Schuítd anr Johnson. They
1475 ítíROADWAY
location,
James L. Linson was will be ' glarr to 'insurte your
NEtW YORK CITY
the next man to take an' active crops against hail. See them,
,part in the building of Mosquero or telephone them atonce.
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There's nothisurer than
this, that other
people;, are after
'our com.

ng

ir

Floorfat-tai-

varnish price 30c Qriitod
quality vurmish bnisfijsrice 15c
for 10c at Roberts' $ Olver.

)

1

Save

.

it

d e- - m

posit it m your
own name
and
each month of
toil will boost

-

you so

much

nearer the invest
ment period and
ultimate success.

--

Allow us to recommend an Account in the
Citizens State Bank for the saving period has
helped ethers, will help you.

CITIZENS STATE BANK
MillsNewMexico

Reputation Gained Through
Years of Performance

.

'

f

It is not surprising that there is a downright conviction in the minds of a majority of tractor users
that the OilPiül is the standard of value in its field.
Nor is it difficult to see just what has formed this
intensely favorable attitude. A large number of
features in the OilPull stand out prominently over
and above anything found in other tractors.
For instance, the OilPull is the only tractor backc d
by a written guarantee to satisfactorily use kerosene
at all loads and conditions up to its brake horsepower. It plows an acre of ground at less cost than
any other tractor. For many years it .has held
'
the world's tractor fuel economy record.
The OilPull is the only tractor cooled with oil.
No boiling no freezing no rusting no leaking
no constant refilling, and no other tractor has the
OilPull feature of double lubrication system.
There are other features which may appeal to you
even stronger than these have us explain them.
'

'

an

Anderson Brothers
Roy, NvM..

-

Semi-week- ly

"

5

.

"

Spanish-Americ-

"

Spend it the
other people bring it the bank,
and it swells
their surplus.

"

v

1

OTHER PEOPLE WANT
.... Jfoni Money

--

;

,

'

j'

g;-e-

; 41: . I

'

Work on repairing the new
highway is progressing and jt is
navigable again, in fact it is a
better road .than it has been
this year. The flood has developed a number of things
that can. he remedied while the

,

HARDING COUNTY. NEW- - MEXICO. SATURDAY, JUNE

PAyisn-AMERICAN-ROY.v

1

i

real-estat- é,

:

,(

'

s

GILLETTE
Blades

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

I.am now able to carry on
my '. work again after my

two weeks seige of illness.
I am permantly located in
Roy so you will find me at
my old place ' of business.
C. R. BAGWELL
Electrician.
.

Dependable Battery Service,
all work guaranteed.
J. E. Baser Company;
'

.

4:

"

NOTICE
I have located in Roy and
expect to make it my home.

I am a painter, paper hanger and decorator. Those
Brother Ogdcn of Mora came
wishing any thing done in
over in, his truck and brot a
these lines, call on me and
load of paraphanalia for the Har' I will guarantee you absoluding County Abstract Co. and
te satisfaction.
took back a load of corn. Mr. Í will appreciate your business
Ogden informs us th?t he
and treat you right.
would soon again enter the news
W. H. McANALLY.
paper work with a plant at
Roy, New Mexico.
Mora. The placing of Harding
County on the map leaves Mora
County without even a newspaper and to relieve the situation' Bro Ogden will start a paper at Mora. We knew all tne
time he couldn't stay out of the
,
printers ink.
;

.

-

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER

.

Holder

A

T"l

1

A.

$125

nw

Frad Razor Co.

.

.

.

f

1

Mills, N. M.

County Clerk C. E. Anderson
Dates at this office.
is making arrangements to.
move to Mosquero and will soon
be on the job, head over heels
in work. C. E. is one of our
boys and we are FOR SALE 311 acres' 18 miles
sure he will make us a good northeast of Mills and 24 miles
north of Roy; 50 acres in 'cultiCounty .Ofpcer. v
vation and practically every
acre can be cultivated..'' One
Mrs. Frank L. Schultz enter- quarter fenced also a small
tained the Baptist Loyal Auxili house and other buildings on
ary Sunday ' School Class last place. $12.t0 per y acre takes
Monday evening, they went thru this ranch, Víí cas" and terms,
with their regular routine, and on balance' See or write J. C
at the closing hour, they have Kirby Routia 1, Roy. N. M.
18, 25, 2. 9, pd.
also decided to have another
Box Social or something similar
Mrs. Sam Howie had the mis
in the near future, and the date
for same will be announced la- fortune to run a needle into her
ter, those present report a very hand and practically thru it the
good- time." A "fine lunch .was first of the week and it was nec
served by the hosíess after rthe. essary'tobring her to town- and
coming business was over.
have the Doctor remove'
Ex-servi- ce

,

-

--

it

.;-.

"

"

MOSQUEE0 .MENUS AS-- ' j Department 'of the Intaior
Rain, irhud and more?': rain
íiOTICÉ "FOR. PUBLICATION
U.?S; LAND OFFICE AT CLAY .
seems
to' be the order of. the,
Interior
the
of
Department
;
TON, NEW MEXICO
Interior,
Department of the
... .' v
In the District Court,
Department of the Interior,
Mav. 26. 1921
'...'
County of Mora.
':''.' "' ; NOTICE is hereby given that
ra-- ,
,
-.''
'AT CLAY day.
OFFICE
TT S LAND OFFICE at Clay
LAND
S.
U.
Pete Tadusz, Plaintiff
On account of .the celebration August C. Beller, heir tor the
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- TON, NEW MEXICO .
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
t
VS.
J.
Tair lArh 1991 No. 2786
Mentiras are some what
the
Afi
1921
; May, 26,
heirs of Bernard, A. Beller, 'deNOTICE is hereby given that
Defendant
Taduasz,
.
..
.week.
.
this
Binas
abbreviated
given
Stafa
that
NOTICE is' hereby
ceased, of ' Bujeres, Union Go.
Tiofilo Salazar, of David, New vrwrm? ía Vmrohv civen that
Mora
Roy,
Noberto Gonzales, of David,
1918,
of
Naranjo,
Stafa
N. Mi who, on April 16th, 1918
13,
defendant.
said
April
Salome
To the
Mexico, who, on
So many oeople are in town
New Mexico, who, on April 13, ninna TAdnsz. Greetine: You made Homestead Entry,
Application
County, New Mexico, who, on that, we know and ; so . many made llomestead
"918, made Homestead Entry are hereby notified that a "suit mK for SWl. of Section 25, q- - 01 1Q1R marie Homestead
No. 022947. 'for 'HWVi : Secton
,
we
NE and in Equity has been commenced Township 18N, Range 29E, N.M. entry No. 023165, for the SW that we do not know that
No. 022863, for
17, Township 19 N. Eqnge 31 E
balk at the Ilerculen , task of
EV4SE of Section 5, Township against you in the District unirt P. Meridian.
H.y-aNW4-SEJN. ivi. r. Jienaian, ñas xueu hut
NEVi;
19N, RangeSlE, N.M.P. Meri- fnv thf. Count v of Mora. State
Section 10. mentioning the more promin- .iVi of intention to make Final
Tiaa filed notiYj of intention 1..' SW..KWW.
ent ones suffce to say that the
'
dian.
of New Mexico, by said Tete to make Final Three Year Proof, Township 18 N. Range 26 E. N. Governor's mansion,, the state Three Year, Proof, to establish
Has filed notice of intention Tadusz, whereby ne seeKs a de- to establish claim to the lana M. P. Merman, has tuea notice
desenb-e- ñ
Legislative halls, claimbefftoorethe land ,above
the
-- Final house,
to make Final Three Year Proof, cree of divorce from said defenmake
U. S.
to
At
intontion
Foster.
F..E
dpsprihed. before A. A.
the judicial benches and the Commissioner at his - office at
establish
to establish claim to the land dant upon the ground of deserto
Proof,
Year
Three
at
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner,
state commissioners were all
above described, before A. A.
claim to the land above describ- - presented. The El Paso and Roy, New Mexico, on July 18,
you enter or his-- : office m mosquero,
unless
tion,
that
Commissioner,
at
&.
Wynne, U.S.
1921.
day Of July. ed. before F. H. Foster, U.Mex
Southwestern Officials came in Claimant names as witnessess:
his office in Mosquero, New caused to be entered, your ap- Mexico, on the 6th
Commissioner, at Roy, New
V
a body and the press of the Nicklaus Hayoz , Pedro Texies
Mexico, on the 6th day of July. pearance in said suit on or be- 1921.
ico, on July 19, 1921.
southwest was represented dv
witnesses:
as
D.
J921.
Claimant names
fore the 1st, day of July, A.
Claimant names as witnessess: correspondents and photograph and Albert J.'Beller of Bueyeres
Albert,
Andrade,
Leopoldo
Claimant names as witnesses: 1921, decree PRO CONFESSO
of
T,ee West.
New Mexico and Frank
Eusebio Montano;
rain naa piacea
Tiofilo Salazar, Juan Mestas.
Mestas, of Manuel E. ; Naranjo, of Roy, ers. Continual
Jr. of Albert, New Mexico
Juan
Mexico,
against
New
be
will
rendered
therein
our
the roads in bad shape but
Meliton Lovato and J. Olmedo
PAZ; VALVERDE,
Bomtacio
and
,
Mexico
New
T.
David, New Mexico. Juan
both near and far
Manchego. all of David, New you.
Register.
Mex
New
Mound,
Wagon
of
plowed the mud and attended
Montano, of Albert, New Mexico
Cosme R. Garcia,
Mexico.
ico.
in a body, it you werenere NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Paz Valverde,
Clerk. and Noberto Gonzales, of David,
VALVERDE,
PAZ
you know all about it. We had
Register.
D. S. Durrin
i
New Mexico.
Register. a good time." If you were not Department of the Interior
'
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Paz Valverde,
there we could not tell you
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
Solano, New Mexico
so why try. Suffice it U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
The large pump, for the City about it,
say
it was a "Grand and
to
that
TON, NEW MEXICO
Interior,
of
the
Department
well' was shipped from,' Fort
The list of
May. 26. 1921
Success!'.
Glorious
should
and
Worth Tuesday
announced
was
ClayOfficers
given that
Army
hereby
is
at
NOTICE
U. S. LAND OFFICE
reach Roy within a week or so
BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN
PURITY
will appear Arthur D . Hurford, of Mills,
and
Governor
bv
1921
the
16th
May
Grun-ioMexico.
r
ton, New
and Water Commissioner
'
paper.
New Mexico, who, on February
is what your CALVES need.
NOTICE is hereby given that
has evervthinir ready to im elsewhere in this V
New
1917 made Homestead ApDavid,
26th,
Luisita Sperr, of
mediately have same erected,
DO NOT DELAY.
and Thornton plication, No. 024636, for SV2-SMpsrs
Keller
many
Mexico, who, on April 16, 1918,
and we hope it wont be
purchased a couple of lots
Section 31, Township 22
Agent.
made Homestead Entry, No.
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
weeks until Roy will begin lay- have
ana
street
Main
25,
on
and
Third
Section
25 E, N. M. Jr. Mendi- Range
N,
of
023168, for SE4
ing the city mains.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
will íommpní.e the immediate an, has filed notice 01 intention
19N, Range 31E.
Township
Rov. New Mexico.
errection of a garage building to make Final Three Year
N.M.P. Meridian,.
Notice to the Public
thereon.
intention
of
Proof, to establish claim to the
notice
Has filed
land above described, before F.
of
streets
to make Final Three Year Proof,
The dramasre of the
purchased
Tobler
U.
John
land
to
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
the
to establish claim
Roy is being continually damag
from
land
ranch
of
A.
A.
160
acres
before
at his office at Roy, New Mexico
described,
on driv
above
ed- lwj nersons who insist
.
Brown and 120 acres on the 18th day of July 1921.
F.
Benj.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
01
ing across village lots instead
Mr.
rf nnMoinintr
. .
Claimant names as witnessess:.
o land from
j
his office in Mosquero, New
on streets, and in this manner
enlarging
his
is
Muniz
and
G. C. Till, Alvin Lusk, Eárl Case
WindMexico, on the 6th day of July.
fill up the side drainage 01 the
home ranch.
and C. D. Cheney, all of Mills,
all
1921.
has
Townsite
The
streets.
New Mexico.'
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
hepn Graded and the streets are
is here in
Chautauqua
The
PAZ VALVERDE,
town
Meliton Lovato, Tiofilo Salathe throughways of the.
all its Clnrv. Are vou attend
Register.
line,
zar, Noberto Gonzales, all of
tnat
used
must
be
lor
and they
' '
a
missing
you
are
not
ing?
Reyes
If
and
Mexico,
New
OIL
OIL OIL
David,
purpose. Don't cut comers or
'
Cap
of
lecture
it.
The
treat.
will
I have 20 50 cal bis of Penn
Olivas, of Buyeros, New Mexico.
drive across vacant lots, keep real Woods Bnggs are alone
tain
Valverde,
to
Paz
the streets and you will aid the worth the price of the season Tractor Oil, I will sell at cost
Register.
good responsible parties, will,
í,Tl!,,r,
town to keep up her streets and
while on the suband
tickets,
very
with
bothered
will
be
note, te draw 10
Roy.
ject of Chautauquas can't Roy take
NOTICE FOR , PUBLICATION
little mud. Unless this nuis
logeme aim payoble in Nov. 1921.
EVERYance ia stonned at once, parties and Mosquero get get
R. A. Pendleton.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND
ditferent
and
across pri
to
drive
continue
ALSO
who
Department of the Interior,
LINE,
PLUMBERS
OR
TINNERS
dates
THING IN THE
and different
vate,, lots .will be prosecuted. companies
Now is the time to insure
' WINDMILLS,
WELL CASING
we
PUMPS,
could enjoy two
so
that
WELL
DEEP
at
trouble.
save
warning
and
Take
wheat; the rain is going to
your
U. S. LAND OFFICE
UNDER
nrnorams and helo each
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME
Keep on the streets.
An Npw Mexico. May 16th l!'2l
make
it grow so rapidly that
compeating
of
R. C. Grume. Street Uommis- - other out instead
NOTICE is hereby; given th :t
will
hail
injure it. insure it
THIS LINE OF WORK.
same
sioner, Roy, New. Mexico for attendance with the
and Johnson. They
Schultz
with
Frutosa Lovato, of David, Now
programs, a .day apart
will take your note until Uctooer
Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
, BRAND
made Addtl, Homestead Entry,
In account of there being so 1st, without interest. See them
H. H. Mavberrv and family
No. 022980, for SWVi of Section
much out side tallent in town at once. Can give you just what
7, Township 17N, Range 32E,
IF IT IS TO B FIXED. WE CAN FIX iT- who have been spending several the Mentiras Club passed jts you want.
N.M.P. Meridian.
months in Ark. returned to regular meeting.
I ...
Has filed notice of intention
their farm last week to care for
f f
PUBLIC SALE
y
to make Final Three Year Proof,
their wheat crop. Mr.
A a it was felt that our local
land
to
the
to establish claim ,
has the best wheat in men would have no chance of
On account of the hieh alti
above described, before A. A.
this vicinity and he has also pur winning the punk cigar in com- tude,
mv health is failinsr me.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
chased a Fordson to put in his petition with more experienced
New
I am compelled to
therefore
Mosauero.
u.o
in
crop with.
1
mo
Successors to BAUM BROS.
and able members from other leave to a lower altitude, and
Mexico, on the 8th, day of July,
parts of. the state.
sell at public auction at the
A farewell dance was riven
1921.
m Jr tf
.... will
Mexico.
New
Roy,
K.
B.
Keeder feed yard on
as
witnesses.
names
home
last
Claimant
at the L. H. Burton
tries to insin SATURDAY JUNE 25th, 1921.
Bmthw
T T nvatfl Mpliton LO- T1J
Saturday night in honor of
that we are a quarrelsome
Sale to begin at 2 r. M.
vato, Jose B. Rael and J. Almedo
their son Walter Burton and uate
accuses w of Sharp, the following property to
and
disposition,
expects
to
who
Mmchego, allot uavia. , ínvv
Clarence Ducher
to rib- - up a quarrel with wit
Mexico.
leave soon. All present report tryin Bradley
Correspondent.
the ,
5 Head Cattle S
Paz Valverde,
ed a good time.
We are meeK One part Holstien and Jersey
life.
nn
vnur
Nnt
Register.
mild and an admirer of the cow, 6 yrs. old, One W. F. cow
The Beard Bro's have made and
Per with calf at side, 9 yrs. old, both
correspondent.
Bradley
quite a improvement in,, the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
youtniui
somewhat
are
we
haps
good ones, One W. F. yearling
roads from their dace to the
vet and we all - re- - heifer, One heifer, 6 months old
anl rinvish
wvj
plowing
by
H,
Department of the Interior,
W.
Davis
farm
"
our school days wnen
WORK
5 Head Horses 5
í ALL KINDS OF GEMENT
with their Fordson . while otn member
to friirhten Two bay mares, 5 years old, wt
was
mistomarv
it
Sanat
down.
level
worked
to
them
U. S. LAND OFFICE
frs
girls with bugs and 2200, One blue mare, 9 yrs. old
That's what i do
They sure did need it and some the little
ta Fe, Clayton, New Mexico.
turn the garden single driver, one brown horse,
and
lizards
May 17, 1921.
others do to.
out tne dust and at
and how we use 10 years old, (cow pony) , one
on
keep
them
and
hose
now
stuccoed
wh not have that house
NOTICE is hereby given that
delicate at black horse colt, yearling.
these
select
for
.
- i
Mrs. Beard and son Barrett fo
young
particular
the same time have a heaamui nouse 10 im ur
'tebions
the
Albert A. Kidd, of Roy. New
Three dozen chickens, one fat
were the Sunday guests at the lnriv
e
who had caotivatea our hog, one good cattle dog.
Mexico who, on May 31,
M.
home.
Johnson
this
J.
in
of
rush
will avoid the
ml
-vAiithfiil fancv at that particu
One wagon, one buggy, set of
It can be done cheaper no and yon
1. 1918. Nov. 22, 1920,
moment.: So retaining our harness, one saddle, three wat
lar
L.;
C.
B.
Jor
family,
Santa
Fry
Entries,
and
on.
Homestead
line
.
later
made
at respect we Kind er barrels.
dan and family were the bun yotith intact
Fe Sr. 035963, and Clayton SeDO IT
pick
on those we like
to
O
CORTR&CTOR
like
THE
day guests at the Koy f reeman
LET E. F. HENRY .
for Sawell.
rial Nos.
especially
TERMS Will give jMta . Jami
.
home. ,
ary 1st , lvzi without interest
nta Fe, NEVi Sec. 13, T, 18N,
Now that vou have met our if paid when due, if not paid
r: 24E. and Clayton, SW&NEVi
Alva Rust left Monday for
Alva. Oklahoma to visit with Governor and tramped around when due, to draw iu pet interSEI4NWI1.. SWVi Sec. 7 mTM,
in the mud and water witn mm est from date, sums under $10.
folks and help harvest
Township
hpme
PliillpN Sanchez, Secretary
NSWVi Section 18,
VV. R. Copien. Vice Preiidcn
IN
at the celebration aren't you cash in hand, on cash sums over
9 YkAR&EXPmENCe
18Ñ, Range 25E, N.M.P. MeriTAXES AND COUNTY
rinrt that vou voted for him $10. will give 10 pet discount,
COUNTY
ANO
had
the
ABSTRACT
George Freeman
WORK.
WORK.
dian.
6f getting his finger last fall or ever sorry that you Bankable or approved security
intention
of
notice
filed
Has
crushed while taking a jack didn't if such a misfortune hap accepted, and no property to ce.
ABSTRACT COMPANY
MORA
removed until settled for.
pened to you;
Proof,
Year
from under the car wheel.
to make Final Three
INCORPORATED.
JOHN B. HANTEN
0
land
to
the
to establish claim
Rumley Oil Pu
Kershner,
lartre
Ollie
The
Owner.
Burton,
Bill
H.
F.
,
above described, before
Complete indexes to all lands
Nellie Bowman, Rpniiratrir which Mr. V. H. An Wm. G. Johnson, auctioneer.
Davis.
W.
H
ui
Commissioner,
Foster, U. S.
in Mora County.
Fred Davis and family, Elbie derson ordered to help take Frank X. Schultz, Clerk
ABSTRACTS complied to all
his office at Roy. New Mexico, TAXES of parties livinf? outside or tne staie auenucu u.
and Estalle Bowman were the care of the threshing with this
NOTICE FARMERS
assessments,
on the 13th day of July, 1921.
Sunday guest at ,. the Chas foil wan unloaded at Rov Thurs
ot
va",
INFORMATION furnished
Oil
0
a
with
together
dáy
The
Farmers of the Mesa
home.
Claimant names as witneses:
furnished.
Wright
CERTIFIED copies of any recorded instrument
held a meeting at the office of
Earl Case and lamiiy, red Pull Tractor. This is tne larg
Tlnn T.anmlwh. A. I. BurleSO?. RECORDING attended to. UeeJi. Mortifasfes, eic.
Ad- F. H. Foster last Saturday after
Luther NOTARY WORK of all kia l3 executed.
Burton and family, Therman est size separator that themake.
AlaJandro Maestas, XTand ITavÍoA
Company
Rumley
noon and after discussing the
vanceOA v n
i
(Jorneai, an 01 itoy, iew wisaiw
with- Case and wife .were the Sunday Mr. Anderson
dispatched
to
expects
us
Mutual Hail 'Association thoroly
nis
entrusted
Al mailers
Paz Valverde,
guests at the L. II. Burton Oil Pull tractor in" soon. With it was( decided bv those nresent
Register.
.
ACCURACY
which he expects to pull this to continue the Farmers' Mutual
home.
Hail Association .this year just,
and family who separator.
Your business soirciieo
Ducher
R.
S.
'
very icmiaviv
as they have thé 'past two' years
Blacksmith
Burton
visiting
at
the
have been
FOR SALE 1' two year old They have had policies printed
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TO RETURN HOME

TO LEAIIX EASY TO PAY
Used in church, band, orchestra,
solo writs for new book.
"Orlsrln of the Smaiilinnt" Free
MUSIC CO.

QUALITY
11

AND

TIRES

"Olympian Fabrics"

A

SERVICE.
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list.
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St.
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BUT A. HOSFOI1D,

BUY

.

Coin.

for

tu

WSOLtSALE.
Anr saltinaa
25 par
cent more for sis iiwds wben you are not familiu
Willi prices.
Bend (or onr weeklf price list, A63, of
rocerías and supplies,
Stocksrniri Whtlsials Sully Co.. 1521 19to St.;
I. B 1442. Oenver.
AT

t.

HOME OF THL COLE
THE BEST
USED
ALWAYS

Write
Bay

IN

III for Complete

CARS.
Information.

H Mall.
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BROADWAY

GRUND DRY CLEANING

Garments Cleaned or dyed any color.
work given prompt atten
tion, uruna minding, 17th
Logan St,

Out-of-to-

t

SHOES REPAIRED
where

In

murara
TORY,

0. 8. at Denrer prices.
Unsatisfactory
work
our expense.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR r AC'
FRONT,
1553 CHAMPA STREET.

YELLOW

TfnnAK'Q
r626AST MAN

AND
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hnt

The

FINISHING.
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KODAK COMPANY,
Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
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Prices on Coffee

Pre-W-ar

Send
paid.
CO.,

sample, post
THE SPRAY COFFEE
SPICK
and Market Sis., Denrer, Colo.

$1.00 for

21t

SANITAHY CLEANING AND DYEING
mu uruers umn rrompt Attention. 10 ta boirax

SWITCHES to mnrrh vnni- - hulf rnrmpt
ly In'any shade or length. Charles Hair
ueauiy snop, 4iu 16th St.. Denver. Colo,
FLOWKUS roil AI.L OCCASIONS
t a.TK riorai jo., 1043 liroadway.
PARI. (HIS. Hair Goods by
Milllcent Hart Co.. 721 15th St
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man.
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monds, watches, silverware. Out town
oraurs carerui attention lüst. 1873.
Indian Now U, 8. Citizen.
Sitka, Alaska. Jackson
traditional chief of Alaskan natives,
on April 15 took the totem pole from
the yard of his home here, declared he
no longer will follow the odd customs
of his forefathers and announced that
In the future he will be a plain Ameri
can citizen. A formal declaration was
Issued early In April by the .old chief.
It said : "On April 15, 1921, according
to my own convictions, I desire to take
down my tribal emblems, which are in
front of my house. My purpose Is to
live as an American citizen. I wish ev
ery young man to see that I have tarr
ed now in a. new life as an American
citizen. I have dropped all my old cus
toms as I think they were a great bur:,
den on me."
Anna-Hoot-

.

Texas Slayer' Deadr1
El Paso, Texas. E. G. Tankersley,
who shot and killed Mrs. Pearl Mor
gan, widow, 40, and Earl Thaxton,
wealthy rancher, 26, with an army ri
fle, and then shot himself through the
stomach by propping the gun on the
ground and leaning over the muzzle to
'
pull the trigger, died in a hospital here.
Tankersley was a disappointed suitor
of Mrs. Morgan.
Sirs. Morgan and
Thaxton were sitting In a lawn swing
at her home when they were killed.
'.

"

Mrs. Morgan is survived by five small

children.
'
Trades Leaders Indicted.
Chicago. True bills were voted
against Thomas Kearney, president of
the Chicago Building Trades Council;
Simon O'Donnell, his predecessor, and
four other labor agents, by a special
grand Jury, it was announced by O. A.
Gorman, assistant state's attorney. The
grand jury, together with the Dailey
joint legislative committee, has been
investigating alleged graft In the building Industry' here.

Comet Not Coming Close.
Cambridge, JIass. Winnecke's comet will probably not come within
miles of the earth, according to
'information received at the Harvard
.College observatory from astronomers
studying its motion closely. The comet
will make its nearest approach to the
sun on June 13. Several astronomers
predict' a meteoric shower on June 27
as a result of the comet's approach.
U. S. Wheat Crop Bitf

The country's combined .winter and spring wheat crop
promises to be 43,000,000 bushels larger thaii last year's, based on forecasts
of production announced by the Department of Agriculture.
There will
be smaller crops of oats, barley and
hay than last year, while the apple
crop will not be half so large, and the
peach !crop will be much smaller.

IS POINTED

REBUKE

ON

REAR ADMIRAL'S LONDON

.

of the

lower federal courts was reversed.
'
Fifteen miles of standard graded
road will be added to the route between Española and Chama, N. M., according to a report of the headquar
ters of the forest service. The new
road will extend south from the set
tlement of Cebolla through Canjllon,
and when completed will cost over

ends during the hot weather.
According to the census report of
1920, Union county leads all the coun
ties of New Mexico In agriculture,
there being 2,515,522 acres in farms in
the county. There are 2,308 farms in
the county operated by the owners and
only 344 by tenants. The nearest approach to this record Is Colfax county, where 850 of the farms are oper
ated by the owners and 202 by tenants.
The report shows that out of the 2,- 648 farms in the entire county only
four of them are operated by colored
farmers.
William H. Evans, 40 years old, of
Los Angeles, Calif., died In a hospital
at i'iioepix as a result or a broken
neck, which he suffered In an auto
mobile accident.
The accident oc
f
curred four and
miles east of
Phoenix, when the automobile in which
Evans was riding collided with a milk
truck from the state hospital for the
one-hal-

insane.
- An 'address
by Governor M. C.
Mechem'of New Mexico will be a' fea
ture of the celebration to be held on

the Fourth of July at the official

taken
off the active list. In view of this and
in view of his distinguished record in
the service, it Is not believed that he
will draw more than a severe repri-

mand.

Secretary Denby's original cable ex
pressing official "amazement" at the
admiral's utterances followed by the'
peremptory summons to come home
Immediately constitute In themselves a
rebuke more pointed than has been accorded any naval officer of high rank
within the memory of the present gen
eration of naval officers in Washing
ton.

.

;

"

Washington.
Remarks attributed to
him in press reports of his address be
fore the
Union in
London in which he criticized activities of Sinn Fein sympathizers were
not correetly quoted and were misleading, Admiral Sims declared In a cable
gram received by Secretary Denby. ,;
"Statements attributed to me," said
the message, "were not correctly quot
ed. Context misleading and garbled.
Report of statements is Incorrect.
Statement made was substantially the
same as made in public in America
and in my book, 'The Victory at Sea,'
and In public address at meeting held
for increasing1 good relations between
the English- - speaking peoples."

.
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What Every One Thinks.
of young people were disSmall Boy Endured Much, but In the cussing private theatricals when a
young man remarked that he never
End He Made Strong Point
enjoyed participating In such enterOver Rivals.
..
A number

Proof That Engineers Have Erred In
Their Figure
Concerning the
'
'
Weight of Crowds.

tainments.

"I always think I am making su"
Interesting experiments were made
Slaurice was In love
some time ago at Harvard university with the pretty new teacher and did a fool of myself," he concluded.
"Oh, everybody
which seem to demonstrate that en- everything In his power to get ahead
thinks that," Sal
gineers
usually .underestimate the of the others In winning her affection. one of the girls, by way of encourage
'
maximum loading caused by dense Monday morning he was distinctly out ment.
crowds on bridges, floors and plat- of humor when In walked John and
Some Inventors. spend oil their live;
forms.
Forty men averaging 1G3 gave the teacher a ticket. "It's to the
pounds in weight placed in a box six entertainment at our church,". he said In trying to make both ends meet:
feet square caused an average pres proudly. "I bought this ticket for you
sure of 181 pounds to the square foot so that you could come and hear me
on the floor.
sing."
Have you
An ! engineer
has estimated the
A few days later he was more proweight per square foot of the densest voked when in came Helen bearing
the
tried
crowds on the New York elevated rail a ticket.. "It's to our dancing class
10c
new
ways, at only 4u pounds, but since the party. ,1 want you ,to come and see
Harvard experiments the opinion has me dance," she smiled.
package?
been expressed that the maximum
He scowled and scowled. But later
loading on the elevated cars and plat- in the week his turn came to smile
Dealers now
forms may be nearer 1S1 than' 45 above all the rest. He, too, bore a
both;
carry
d
This applies to other
pounds.
ticket to teacher, but his speech was
crowds.
you,
different.
10
"Here's a ticket for
for 10c,
Miss Q.," he ,smüed... ."It's to the Ma20
for 20c.
Wonderful Telescope.
sons' supper, and I want you to come
The excellence of the big. Lick tele and eat with me, not watch me eat."
It's toasted.
scope, and the steadiness of the air
when the conditions are good on
Huge. Forest Fire Losses.
Mount Hnmllton,- are attested by the
Forest fires, sweeping over 56,488,307
statement of one authority that double acres of land In 45 states, have
caused
stars, whose components are nearly damage amounting to $83,715,747 durequal In brightness, can be measured
ing the five years 1910 to 1020, incluIf the distance between thera exceeds
sive, according to the United States
of a 'second of arc. What
forest service. A total of 160,318 forthis means in accuracy of definition est fires occurred during
this time.
may be understood by remembering
Minnesota was the chief sufferer,' Its
the fact that
of a second Is
loss being. $30,805,868.
equal to the apparent diameter of an
ordinary pin, viewed by the naked eye
Active Mind of Double Worth.
at a distance of two miles.
The blessing of an active mind,
when it is in good condition, Is that
Falsely Accused.
not only employs itself, but is alA little girl In the Irvlneton school It
sure to be the means of giving
most
received an unwarranted rebuke from
employment to others. Anon.
her teacher.
"Mary, you mustn't chew cum In
Coffee was unknown to the Greeks
school," said the 'teachers
era.
'I'm not chewlnc irum," said Marv. and Romans, of the
"I've cot a hollow tooth and T rnn'r
offers to home seekers opportunities that can- w ociurcu cisvwiicrts. 1 lie inousandS or
keep my tongue out of It." IndianapSpeaking of Napoleon, he probably
fanners from the United States who have
.
olis News.
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
never had any faith in the millennium.
,
P&RS? knmMMi m K. ...
mum w...va4 Ul uu; lai l, I(aim l uer
provinces have been well repaid by
close-packe-

'
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nerves or digestion.
It should he boiled at

There's
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duced railway rates, illustrated litera- - ft
ture, maps, description of farm oppor t

ing nothing harmful to

r

10

are sources of income second only to grain
growing and stock raising. Attractive
climate, good neighbors, churches andvWi
School. onnA mark,. raArnnA faNf;A. Ni- i
rural telephone, etc.

is a pure, wholesome
cereal beverage, contain-

Postum Cereal will reveal
a true coffee-lik- e
richness
of color and flavor. '
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Farm Gardens. Poultry. Dalrvlnsr

temi (Mem
least twenty minutes.
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Dusnels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley
and
flax also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hosts is eoua'lv
profitable.
Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a sinele nemnn
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
m
With .tli-I J .....-:..- .
MnvMa
pendence, good homes and all the comforts and
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Twelve Named in Murder.
Cleveland,
Ohio. Twelve nersons
have been named in connection with
the murder of Daniel F. Kaher.
stabbed to death two years ago, for
which ermine Mrs. Eva dithering
his wife; Miss Marian McArdle.
his
and MrV Mary
mother-in-law- ,
BrieUel,
are
under indictment, it became known
here,, following grilling by County
Prosecutor E. C. Stanton and Chief of
Police F. W. Smith of Mrs. Kaber, Mrs.
Brickel and several suspects.

m

.

English-Speakin-

British Columbia Farms Flonrirl. .
ftvL-- e
Vancouver. B.
nn
Nlcomen Island broke under pressure
of flood water In the Frazer river and
thousands of acres of lands were Inundated. The damase is exueeted'to riin
to hundreds of thousands of dollafis.
Farmers were warned In ample time
to escape by patrols which are watch
ing all Frazer river dykes.' The river
has reached the hixhest stasre recorded
"
,
since 1894.
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Special Care of Baby.
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That Baby should have a bed of its own all are agreed. Yet it
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care, lío Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
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The message ordering the head of
the naval war college home was short
and terse. It said:
"Remainder your leave revoked. You
will return to the United States Imme
diately and report at once in person
to the secretary of the navy. Acknowl
,
edge."
The drastic step of the secretary
I 100,000.
was taken after he had waited vainly
There is no destitution among the fqr the explanation from Admiral
Mexican miners at Jerome, Ariz., des- Sims.
pite the fact that between 150 and 200
Admiral Sims made his troublesome
mine workers have been discharged speech Wednesday before the English
there, P. R. Mllnes, state immigration Speaking Union.
Early Thursday
commissioner, declared on his return morning Secretary Denby cabled him
to Phoenix from a trip to Jerome and asking him If he had been correctly
other points In the northern part of reported as saying that Britons should
the state.
ignore resolutions passed in this coun
State Water Commissioner Norviei try on the Irish question which were
of Arizona has accepted for filing the "forced by Jackass votes."
application of the Southern California
Denby's message requested a reply
Edison Company to develop hydro-ele- c
without delay.
Secretary Denby said he took full
tric energy from the Colorado river.
Promoters of the project sa.v It In responsibility for ordering Admiral
volves an ultimate expenditure of about Sims home so suddenly.
He said he
$300,000,000, or twice ;as much as the had not consulted with President Har
sum spent on the Panama canal
ding nor with anyone elso before send
, The
possibility of opening up an lug his curt message.
"I did what I conceived to be my
aerial passenger sérviee through the
Grand Canon of the Colorado Is being duty as secretary of the navy," , he
considered by the War Department, said. "I questioned Admiral Sims as
to the accuracy of his reported speech,
Lieut, Alexander Pearson, Jr., trans
continental flier,- has been ordered to I received no reply, so it seemed there
make an Investigation to find, landing was nothing else to da except to order
fields and then make an aerial obser him home."
The perturbation of the secretary
vation trip to ascedtain air conditions
at different . times, of ;day.rland; note was apparent..'- '
The least that, can happen to Ari- emergency landing fields.
miral Sims unless he completely dis
The local troops of Boy Scouts of
avows the utterances he Is reported to
Gallup, N. M., will have a fine weekhave made In London, Is a very severe
ud camp ground if the present plans
reprimand, according to the opinion of
of the business men of the city are naval officials
here. The worst that
carried out. A spleudid camp ground can happen to him is
dismissal from
been
has
selected about twenty, miles the service, but it Is not believed
that
north of the city in the tall pines, and such a drastic step will be
taken by
this will be equipped with a real log the administration.
cabin, which, will have all the comforts
Admiral Sims lacks only fifteen
of a home and will provide the boys months of reaching
the retirement age
with a fine place to spend the week of 64, when he automatically
is

n!;('T?T)riÁ:

Si

(Western Newspaper Union Newi Serrica.)
t
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Aztec, jn. M., is making plans for a
big celebration for the Fourth of July
and a subscription Is now being taken DELAY ANGERS DEIIBY
up by the business men to raise the
funds. A feature of the program will
be wild west events.
SIMS' LEAVE REVOKED BECAUSE
In order to boost the tourists travel
OF FAILURE TO REPLY TO
over the route through Socorro, N. M
several of the business men of the city
SECRETARY DENBY."
have subscribed the money to erect a
filling station at Los Lunas. The
(Western Newspaper Union News Barrica.)
roads In the Socorro district are said
Washington,
to be In good condition.
June 13. Manifestly
While cleaning a double-barre- l
shot nettled at the slowness of Rear Adgun, Dr. W. J. Lee, well known physi miral William Snowden Sims In mak
cian of Las Vegas, N. M., accidental ing the explanation of his now famous
ly discharged one of the barrels which "Jackass" speech in London which was
had been left loaded, the full force of demanded of him without delay, Secre
the shot taking effect In his left foot, tary of the Navy Denby promptly can
celled the remainder of the admlral'8
necessitating amputation.
leave and summarily ordered him to
The New Mexico law Imposing an
return to the United States forthwith.
excise tax upon distributors of gaso
The admiral will now have to supple
line was held valid and the imposition
ment his written explanation on the
of an occupation tax by the samé law
partly valid by the Supreme Court of speech with an oral one on his tardlaess In obeying orders, it was said
the United States. The decision

opening of the new highway over the
Black Range. A big meeting of the
chambers of commerce of Sliver City,
Hilisboro and Hot Springs will be held
shortly, when the plans for the celebration will be completed.
As previously announced, WIllcox,
Ariz., will have a Fourth of July celebration to begin Saturday, July 2, and
last until Monday evening, July 4.
During the celebration a number of
Supreme Court Clerk Dies.
Washington.
James D. Maher, clerk real sports will be featured, including
of the United States Supreme Court horse races, baseball gflmes, foot races
since 1914, died at Georgetown hos- and other sports, with dancing Saturpital here. He was operated on sev- day andvMonday nights of the celebration and a big free barbecue.
eral days ago for stomach trouble. .
Several people were Injured, none se
riously, when the northbound train on
Adams Succeeds Hays.
the Denver & Rio Grande, leaving
.
Washington.
Election of John T. Santa Fé, N. M.f went into
the ditch
Adams of Dubuque, Iowa, as. chairman
it Española, thirty miles north. Soft
to succeed. Postmaster General Hays, track ás a result of the terrific rains
whose resignation was announced, and Is supposed to have been the cause.
Andrew Straup of Albuquerque, ' N.
adoption of a new basis of representa
M.,
has been appointed supervising
tion at national conventions resultingfederal prohibition agent for the borIn a further cut in the southern delegates, marked the meeting of the Re- der department with headquarters at
publican national committee. Mr. Ad- El Paso, Texas.- Dudley W. Snyder of
ams, who was vice chairman, was suc- Clayton, N. M., was named federal prohibition director for.the state of New
ceeded by Ralph E. Williams of Port'
Mexico.
land, Ore..
Washington.
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"The people' who have seen me suffer tortures from neuralgia brought on
by an up-sstomach now see me perfectly sound and well absolutely due
to Eatonic," writes R. Long.
Profit by Mr. Long's experience, keep
your stomach In healthy .condition,
fresh and cool, and avoid the ailments
that come from an acid condition.
Eatonic brings relief by taking up and
carrying out the excess acidity and
gases does it quickly. Take an Eatonic
after eating and see how wonderfully
It helps yon. Big box costs only a
trifle with your druggist's guarantee ,
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A Home Bank For Home People
A

bank account drives away worry; and brings
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lAEEQPLANE

HERE

THIS

WEEK
Mr. Frank Billings, represent
ing the E. M. Laird Co. builders of aeroplanes of Wichita,
Kansas was in Roy several
days this week with his aeroplane .giving exhibition flights
and taking passengers for rides.
Mr. Billings came over for the
Mosquero celebration and spent
Tuesday and . Wednesday there
coming to Roy Thursday and
pending the balance of the
week here.
Mr. Billings is an expert flyer and was with the Army Flying Corps during the war but
is now employed as salesman
for the Laird Company and his
trip to this part of New Mexico
was to show the practical use
of the aeroplane and to appoint
State '; 'Agent. The Biplane
which he had with him was' a
wo passenger machine and of
the latest type and the Laird
Co. are offering these machines
at $5,950 F. O. B. Roy, New Méx
ico and we would not be surprised to see some of our enter
prising men owners of a ma
;
chine within a year or so.
M.
Mr. J.
Gordon of Dawson
and
L. A. Canon oí
east of Roy has been appointed
as their state representative
and will look after their busir
ness in New Mexico. Mr. Gordon and Karl Guthman came up
from Mosquero with Mr. Billings Thursday morning and
they stopped and visited at the
Guthman home south of town
on their way up. It took them.
just 14 minutes from Mosquero
to Mr. Guthman's this included
rising and landing and Karl
said it was just a little quicker
than he ever had made the trip
before. Mr. Gordon expects to
place several machines in New
Mexico during the coming year
and knowing Mr. Gordon as we
do to be a hustler we would not
be surprised to see him meet
his expectations.
Quite a number of Roy citizens took a ride in the plane
while it was in Roy and all en
joyed the air trips very much.
Master Delbert Brown says it
beats-autriding all to i pieces
altho he says it bumps nearly
as bad as an auto does. He
says Roy is a fine looking
town from the skies.
" Mr. Billings will, be in Roy
until Sunday and invites the pub
lie to come out and inspect the
aeroplane at the aeroplane land
ing in the F. S. Brown pasture
in the north part of town, and
those wishing to make a trip
in the air can see him at the
plane any time.
,

,

start an account at our bank

,

AWK OFiROY
Capital arid

Surplus"iv
$36,000.00
.

John

llantén Mill have a 'It has hailed in several places
at the Reeder feed yard over the Mesa last week and
next Saturday June 25th and if there has been several pieces of
sale

.

you are looking for a good milk
or come good horses, then
be sure that you attend this
sale, everything will be sold to
the highest bidder.
cow,

wheat entirely or partially hail

Were you one of those
hailed out? Why not insure
now and let the hail worries go
to the wind. Schultz and John
son will insure' it for you and
C. L. Justice is taking his take your note for the pre
annual vacation commencing mium. See them at once.
this week, and in the meantime
Mrs. Bess has charge of the
Lest you forget the Robert-So- n
First NationalBañk and is assale will be held Monday
sisted by the assistant cashier June 20th, and remember that
and Mr. Ervin of Santa Rosa, is next Monday. Sale starts at
10 o'clock rain or shine so be
L. W; Galles of Albuquerque, there on time if you want some
Deputy G.C. of the Knights of of the best cattle, horses or
Pythias Lodge has been in Roy farm machinery on the Mesa.
this week making arrangements
for the installation of a K. of One Vt pint can Floorlac stain
P. Lodge in Roy. Mr. Galles is varnish price 30c One good
receiving considerable
encour- quality varnish brush, price 15c
agement in his work and a good for 10c at Roberts & Ulver.
K. of P. Lodge would be welcomed to the Fraternities of
'
Roy.
ed out.

-

ASKS INDEPENDENCE WITH

PERFECTION

O I L

OR WITHOUT PROTECTION

STOVES AND COAL OIL
HAVE BEEN REDUCED
TO

PRICES WHERE iOU

CAN AFFORD TO BUY
ONE. SEE BAUM BROS.

Manila, P. I.
The people of the
Philippines want
nriependence

In

loiterer

form
i hey
rao get It,
Manuel Quezon,
v

Yes another inch or more of
rain fell Friday evening as we
are going to pres. Rain, just presido)' ef the
Philippine , senate,
about 2 inches this week.
declared to an nd
dress before

!

that

Don't forget the J. B. Hanten body.
"Let the Amerisale next Saturday afternoon at
2 o'clock P. M. Here is a cans In the Philippines and those in
chance to get some bargains.
the United States

-

j

NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY, JUNE

HARDING COUNTY,

Y,

'

Manuel L. Quezon

son-in-la-

:

,

w

.

that the peo- - President, Philip,
pie oí the Philip- - ' P'ne Senate
Phil Sanchez and Mr. Coplin pines
covet their freedom, liberty and
of the Mora Abstract Co., Mr. political
emancipation so much that
Pat Sanchez and Emelio San they will not hesitate to receWe from
chez of Mora were in Roy Mon- the Congress of the United States
Isn't it funny how it can
day enroute to the County Seat complete and absolute independence rain so easy these days? If it
to attend the big celebration. without protection,'! Quezon said.
could have rained this easy the
"If the United States, dictated by Its fore part of May or the latter
Messrs Sanchez and Coplin will
Interests, decides to extend proenter the Abstract business at own
part of April, the Mesa would
tection to the Philippines, well and
the County Seat; Mr. Emelio good. We would accept that as a so not have had an acre of wheat
Sanchez will have charge of the lutlon of our problems. If not, let us that would not have made at
work at present but later Mr. kave absolute Independence In what- least 25 or more bushels, howCoplin will move to Mosquero ever form we con get It"
ever with the late rains thous
President Quezon declared that if ands of acres will be threshed
and take over the work.
the question were put before the
yield of 25 or more bush
Filipinos for a vote, 08 per cent would with a
els.
Cooley
The "Devil" Glenn
favor absolute independence
who
Contractor Thompson
and bride have the honor of be
mg the first couple married in
Yes, we have written thous- - has the contract for the Roy
the new County of Harding, ands of dollars worth of hail in High School building arrived in
even if they did have to get surance the past few weeks, if Roy Saturday and is unloading
their license in Mora County, we have not, written yours we severaV ' carloads of brick and
they would be glad to do so at onceY tile .on the grounds and will
Glenn says he thinks
start laying concrete within a
should have had a prize, so do Schultd and Johnson,
few days.
we.
know

18 1921.

MOSQUERO CELEBRATION

- Miss Edna Heath,
of .Kephári
was operated on at the Plumlee
(Continued from page one.)
Hospital last Sunday morning
for Apfendicitis and other complished a great deal' by! advertís plications. At present she is
ing the Mesa and its wondef ul doing as well as could be exnect
resources and was' the t'best in- ed, altho the operation, was
vestment ever made.
very serious and her chances
About 3000 to, 5000, people for recovery are excellent.
were present and'. the town was
filled with automobiles thruout
the ' celebration, and we '.feel . W. L. Russel and wife came
that the ' people o ' t, Mosquero over to Roy Wednesday ' mornand vicinity made a geat suc- ing by auto from Rosebud to at
cess in the entetainment as well tend to business matters. While
as the manner in which they here Mr. Russel sold a Case trac
handled the large crowds at the tor Walter Schneidr. Mr. RusCelebration, and we are all wait sel says the roads are in - the
ing for an opportunity to come most horrible, condition they
'
have been for years. ' He was
back again.
unable to cross Ute Creek and
W7hy
v
worry about HAIL? In had to come by the way of Clay
sure your wheat with Schultz ton and was a day and night
and Johnson and let them worry making the trip of less than a
about it. They will take your hundred miles.
note without interest for the
premium.
McMinimy,
Messrs Baker,
.

:

"

Governor Mechem accompan
ied by J. Frank Curns was in
town a fewminutes Tuesday
morning enroute to Mosquero
where he spoke at the celebra
tion Tuesday morning. The
Governor was surprised at the
outlook the Mesa has for ' á
wonderful wheat crop and had
only words of the very highest
praise for the new County of

Harding.

The Robertson sale takes
place Monday morning begining
at 10 A. M. be on hand as sale
starts promptly at that time.
Big free lunch.
The Floersheim
Mer. Co.
are having a large sign painted
on the front of their large lumber, shed near the Spanish- American ; the letters 5 or 6
feet high can be seen for blocks
and adds to the appearance of
the large building very much.
Harry Welch is the artist at
the brush and is doing good
work.

IN PUEBLO FLOOD
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Bradley
and Jay Bradley and wife arriv
ed from Denver Sunday evening
after going thru the horrors of
the Pueblo flood. Miss Nanalee
returned home with them, after spending the past year in

school at Denver. She was
one of the Graduates from the
Denver High School and graduated with honors. Miss Nanalee is a former student of the
Roy Schools.
Jay Bradley gives the following experience of the flood and
he says it was one of the most

horrible sights that he has ever seen, altho he spent years in

France during the late war.
The Bradleys arrived in Pueblo
at 7.15 and went directly to a
hotel after placing their car in
a garage; they had retired but
a few minutes when they hear-- d
an awful comotion in thé stre
et and as they looked put of the
water
windows they saw the
'
rising in the streets. and. Jay
partly dressed rushed to' the
garage which was less than a
half block away to get his car

Brashears and Fitzgeralr the
fishermen returned home Satur
day evening and talk, about fish
stories, well ask them and they
will tell you all about it. Really they brot home some fine
fish and claim that some even T. V.ilr fV.Q vQot IroeaoHlVmrrirHv
v.. v, u - v,; ..v. . . .
WIG
finer, got away from them. Any preparatory
the; ho- leaving
to
way they report a splendid
n fpw' minilt.PS
Tow iiaa
rmlv
tnl
r
v..
.,7
bVli
VHJ "W"
"
time and that the Eagle Nest
Hand
.higher
to
car
taking
the
is a good place to spend a few
and rushed back to the hotel to
days outing..
find it deluged and imposible to
get to his room. After searching
BIG BASE BALL DINNER
for an hour or so in the downBe sure and atted the big pour of rain he found his wife
baseball dinner given today, Sat mother, and father safe on the
urday at the Ideal Bakery by higher grounds of the, . city
the ladies of Roy. Hamburgers He took them to his auto and
15e, Pie ten cents and coffee they staid in the car until
five cents. Take dinner down morning while the rain' poured
town today and help the ball down in torrents, and the Heav- boys. out.
ns were lighted by the burning
of buildings all over the city.
Don't forget the Robertson The sights that presented them
sale next Monday ; one school selves to their view on that fate
section, 320 acres deeded land ful night will be engraven on
and an automobile, a tractor, a their memories forever.
The Bradleys weve compelled
number of horses and cattle and
to
in Pueblo all the folow-m'stay
machinery.
kinds
all
of farm
and left Sundav morn
dav
Big free lunch at noon.
ing over the northern road for
The wagon bridges
Denver.
were washed out and they
crossed the swollen streams on
the railroad bridges and trestles
Mr.1 Bradley says the roads are
in the worst condition in Colo- -;
rado he has ever seen them alNOT
tho he has made numerous trips
to Denver.
'
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IF YOU ARE

INSURED

NOJV IS THE TIME TO DO IT

WE TAKE YOUR NOTE
NO INTEREST

,

See Us Before it is TOO LATE

SCHULTZ & JOHNSON
P.S.
.

WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF 10 per cent
MONEY TO LOAN ON REAL ESTATE

Mr. Newman the photographer thát was in Roy in 1916 and
who has been irf 'Deming the
past few years was in Roy the
first, of the week. Newman is
the same happy good natured
fellow that we all learned to
like several years ago.
Mrs. Ed Foley of East Vaughn is visiting' her son Donald
Raymond
P.
an
Shaya this wek. WTe under- ctjiTifl Mrs. Folev will snend a
portion of her time in Roy with
the children here..,,..
dson-in-la- w

.

QUALITY and PRICE
the QUALITY of our GROCERIES
upon our ability to render
the variety purity and freshness-an- d
you SERVICE. That's a combiiíatiíSa that will win and, best of

:.We pride ourselves

'

a-

H-

Fairview Pharmacy

OUR PRICES SATISFY

The Roy Drug Store ;

0
000of Staple
and Fancy

Groceries,
a full and complete line
and4 we make it a rule to keep our stock FRESIL- - If'you are '

We carry
--

put onyourtaWe, then we
want yqurtrade. jWle take a dejight in pleri&ing peo- Remember there's a
pie who are particular.
standing invitation to you to visit this store

particular about

A complete line of;

'

;' Drugs, Patent jnd Pr(iety.Meditenes?ífPrfurne3,íTmlet
Articles-and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.
;

on

,

?

when you want THE BEST

that

UPJTO-ÜAT- E

2AH

the Popular Drinks and Ic is. Hot Drinks irfseason.

News stand;
.

.
5

'

,

'í

:

at prices

fit your purse and

please you.

,

.':;s.'epton
Company
'

"

I

Í

1

8
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'At"

,

will

iGtrocéíy

duly pfipcrs

All thejlat est Magrfi..
-:',

,
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SODA FOUNTAIN

.

il

what-yo-

Br. M. D.Gibbs
(Proprietor.)--

.

-
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